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SIR Number

(U/AGES) Potential for Violence in Washington, D.C. Area in Connection with Planned 'StopTheSteal' Protest on 6 January 2021

SOURCE: (U/FOUO) A collaborative source.

FBI Norfolk is releasing this Situational Information Report to raise law enforcement awareness regarding the potential for violence in the Washington D.C. area in connection with a planned 'StopTheSteal' protest on 6 January 2021.

(U/AGES) As of 5 January 2021, FBI Norfolk received information indicating calls for violence in response to

(U) LAW ENFORCEMENT-SENSITIVE: The information marked (U/LES) in this document is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and may be distributed within the federal government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI authorization is prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES-caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the information marked LES on a website on an unclassified network without first obtaining FBI approval.

(U) Warning: This is an information report, not finally evaluated intelligence. It is being shared for informational purposes but has not been fully evaluated, integrated with other information, interpreted or analyzed. Receiving agencies are requested not to take action based on this raw reporting without prior coordination with the FBI.

(U) Note: This product reflects the views of the NORFOLK Division.
to begin on 6 January 2021 in Washington, D.C.

(U/EES) Figure 1.
(U/FOCO) FBI Comment. Individuals/Organizations named in this SIR have been identified as participating in activities that are protected by the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. Their inclusion here is not intended to associate the protected activity with criminality or a threat to national security, or to infer that such protected activity itself violates federal law. However, based on known intelligence and/or specific historical observations, it is possible the protected activity could invite a violent reaction towards the subject individual or others in retaliation or with the goal of stopping the protected activity from occurring in the first instance. In the event no violent reaction occurs, FBI policy and federal law dictates that no further record be made of the protected activity.

(U) This report has been prepared by the NORFOLK Division of the FBI. Comments and queries may be addressed to the NORFOLK Division at 757-455-0100.
The attached SIR an official record which was disseminated.

ALCON-

The following SIR was disseminated 5 January 2021:

(U//LTS) Potential for Violence in Washington, D.C. Area in Connection with Planned 'StopTheSteal' Protest on 6 January 2021

V/R,
I want to express my gratitude for your professionalism and the demeanor you displayed yesterday as you worked through the SIR process.

Great Work!

V/R,
Thanks for the speedy coordination everyone if we get any additional reporting we will pass it your way.

Thanks

On wrote:

Hi! I called your desk. Thank you for passing this and doing the SIR!

On wrote:

Hi!

Thanks!

Intelligence Analyst
Domestic Terrorism
FBI Washington Field Office
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject: Fwd: SIR: Potential Criminal Activities at 'StopTheSteal' Protest in Washington DC

Thank you [passed to our TFOs.

On [wrote:

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From [Date:
Subject: SIR: Potential Criminal Activities at 'StopTheSteal' Protest in Washington DC
To [Cc:
Hi all, attached is the SIR for potential criminal activities in the Washington DC area planned for tomorrow (01/06).
Please let me know if you have any questions.

Cheers,

[Signature]
[Position]
FBI

[Phone]

[Email]
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: FBI(21-cv-572)-48
Hi all, attached is the SIR for potential criminal activities in the Washington DC area planned for tomorrow (01/06). Please let me know if you have any questions.

Cheers,

[Signature]

Intelligence Analyst
FBI
Mobile
Desk

FBI(21-cv-572)-56
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject: SIR: Potential Criminal Activities at 'StopTheSteal' Protest in Washington DC

You all were so speedy!! We really appreciate it. :) thank you!

Intelligence Analyst
Domestic Terrorism
FBI Washington Field Office

On wrote:
Yes ma'am. And thanks for the coordination. I know it was fast and you were super helpful. Please let me know if you need anything else.

Cheers,

Intelligence Analyst
FBI JJTF

On wrote:
Thank you so much!

Intelligence Analyst
Domestic Terrorism
FBI Washington Field Office

On wrote:
Hi all, attached is the SIR for potential criminal activities in the Washington DC area planned for tomorrow (01/06). Please let me know if you have any questions.

Cheers,

Intelligence Analyst
FBI JJTF

FBI(21-cv-572)-57
Thanks for sending. I just forwarded to Hopefully its all peaceful tomorrow...

Respectfully,

Virginia State Police
FBI Joint Terrorism Task Force

On wrote:
Hi all, attached is the SIR for potential criminal activities in the Washington DC area planned for tomorrow (01/06). Please let me know if you have any questions.

Cheers,

Intelligence Analyst
FBI UTTF
Mobile
Desk
From: BIC
Sent: bye
To: bé
Subject: Fwd: SIR: Potential Criminal Activities at 'StopTheSteal' Protest in Washington DC

On wrote:

------- Forwarded message -------

From: 
Date: 
Subject: SIR: Potential Criminal Activities at 'StopTheSteal' Protest in Washington DC
To: 
Cc: b7¢

Thank you passed to our TFOs.

-------- Forwarded message --------

From: 
Date: 
Subject: Fwd: SIR: Potential Criminal Activities at 'StopTheSteal' Protest in Washington DC
To: 
Cc: 

Hi all, attached is the SIR for potential criminal activities in the Washington DC area planned for tomorrow (01/06). Please let me know if you have any questions.

Cheers,

Intelligence Analyst
FB HITF
Mobile
Desk

b6 -1
b7c -1
b7e -5
Thank you so much!

Hi all, attached is the SIR for potential criminal activities in the Washington DC area planned for tomorrow (01/06). Please let me know if you have any questions.

Cheers,

Intelligence Analyst
FBI Washington Field Office
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: SIR: Potential Criminal Activities at ‘StopTheSteal’ Protest in Washington DC

Yes ma'am. And thanks for the coordination. I know it was fast and you were super helpful. Please let me know if you need anything else.

Cheers,

Intelligence Analyst
FBI Joint Terrorism Task Force

On wrote:

Thank you so much!

On wrote:

Hi all, attached is the SIR for potential criminal activities in the Washington DC area planned for tomorrow (01/06). Please let me know if you have any questions.

Cheers,

Intelligence Analyst
FBI Domestic Terrorism
FBI Washington Field Office

On wrote:
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: Fwd: SIR: Potential Criminal Activities at 'StopTheSteal' Protest in Washington DC

Awesome. I know was passing to Thanks for the support.

Cheers,

Intelligence Analyst
FB
Desk
Mobile

On wrote:
Fysa

-------- Forwarded message --------
From: 
Date: 
Subject: Fwd: SIR: Potential Criminal Activities at 'StopTheSteal' Protest in Washington DC
To: 
Cc: 
Thank you ! passed to our TFOs.

On wrote:

-------- Forwarded message --------
From: 
Date: 
Subject: SIR: Potential Criminal Activities at 'StopTheSteal' Protest in Washington DC
To: 
Cc: 
Hi all, attached is the SIR for potential criminal activities in the Washington DC area planned for tomorrow (01/06). Please let me know if you have any questions.

Cheers,

Intelligence Analyst
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Re: SIR: Potential Criminal Activities at 'StopTheSteal' Protest in Washington DC

Thanks

Cheers,

Intelligence Analyst

FB -USSF

Desk

Mobile

On wrote:

Thanks for sending. I just forwarded to

Hopefully its all peaceful tomorrow...

Respectfully,

SA

Virginia State Police

FBI - Joint Terrorism Task Force

On wrote:

Hi all, attached is the SIR for potential criminal activities in the Washington DC area planned for tomorrow (01/06). Please let me know if you have any questions.

Cheers,

Intelligence Analyst

FB-USSF

Mobile

Desk
Subject: D.C. protest round two

Let's discuss this further,

On [date] [name] wrote:

Team,

Just got a call from [name] asking about availability for a possible deployment to D.C.

I need everyone's availability from today through the weekend. Let your ATL know asap.

[Name] will the office support us going?

[Name] no request at this time.

[Name] we will need

...
Copy working on it.

Team
Just got a call from [redacted] asking about availability for a possible deployment to D.C.

I need everyone's availability from today through the weekend. Let your ATL know asap.

[ ] Will the office support us going?
[ ] No request at this time.
[ ] We will need [ ]
From: [Redacted]
Sent on: [Redacted]
To: [Redacted]
CC: [Redacted]

Subject: D.C. protest round two

Team,

Just got a call from [Redacted] asking about availability for a possible deployment to D.C.

I need everyone's availability from today through the weekend. Let your ATL know asap.

[Redacted]

[Redacted]

FBI(21-cv-572)-70
Team,

Just got a call from [redacted] asking about availability for a possible deployment to D.C.

I need everyone’s availability from today through the weekend. Let your ATL know asap.

[check box] Will the office support us going?

[check box] No request at this time.

[check box] We will need [check box]
Copy thanks

On [ ] wrote:

[ ] will be your

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject: D.C. protest round two

[CAUTION: This email originated from outside of [ ] Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.]

Team
Just got a call from [ ] asking about availability for a possible deployment to D.C.

I need everyone’s availability from today through the weekend. Let your ATL know asap.

[ ] will the office support us going?
[ ] no [ ] request at this time.
[ ] we will need
Team

Just got a call from [indiscrete] asking about availability for a possible deployment to D.C.

I need everyone's availability from today through the weekend. Let your ATL know asap.

[ ] will the office support us going?

[ ] [ ] request at this time.

[ ] we will need

[ ]
Subject: D.C. protest round two

Available

On Team

Just got a call from asking about availability for a possible deployment to D.C.

I need everyone’s availability from today through the weekend. Let your ATL know asap.

will the office support us going?

not request at this time.

we will need
From: 

Sent on: 

To: 

Subject: D.C. deployment numbers

I can get you depending on the day. I am still waiting on EM approval to go.

Let me know.

SA
FBI
Desk
Cell
Subject: Update: D.C. deployment numbers

I have EM approval. If you need us today or tomorrow we are good to go. After that, I am short TLs.

Sounds good. Thank you.

On [signed name] wrote:

I can get you depending on the day. I am still waiting on EM approval to go. Let me know.
From: [Redacted]

Sent on [Redacted]

To: [Redacted]

Subject: Update: D.C. deployment numbers

Thanks

On [Redacted] wrote:

I have EM approval. If you need us today or tomorrow we are good to go. After that, I am short TJs.

From: [Redacted]

Sent on [Redacted]

To: [Redacted]

Subject: D.C. deployment numbers

Sounds good. Thank you

On [Redacted] wrote:

I can get you depending on the day. I am still waiting on EM approval to go.

Let me know.

[Redacted]
From: 

Sent on: 

To: 

Subject: D.C. deployment numbers 

Sounds good. Thank you

On [date] [time], [name] wrote:

I can get you [quantity], depending on the day. I am still waiting on EM approval to go.

Let me know.

[Phone number]

[Email]

[Address]
From:

Sent on

To:

Subject: RE: D.C. protest round two

Ok. I have a 10 with [ ] I will get with afterwards

[ ]

On [ ] wrote:

I'm around.

[ ]

From

Sent

To

Subject: D.C. protest round two

[ ]

Let's discuss this further

[ ]

On [ ] wrote:

Team

Just got a call from [ ] asking about availability for a possible deployment to D.C.

I need everyone's availability from today through the weekend. Let your ATL know asap. [ ]

[ ] will the office support us going?

[ ] not [ ] request at this time.

[ ] we will need [ ]
I'm around.

Sent on:

To:

Subject: RE: D.C. protest round two

Let's discuss this further.

On wrote:

Team

Just got a call from asking about availability for a possible deployment to D.C.

I need everyone's availability from today through the weekend. Let your ATL know asap.

will the office support us going?

no request at this time.

we will need
All,
If you are watching the news, things are bad at the Capitol Building. I have heard nothing from...

From: 
Sent on: 
To: 
Cc:

Subject: D.C. protest round two

Team
Just got a call from asking about availability for a possible deployment to D.C.

I need everyone's availability from today through the weekend. Let your ATL know asap.

will the office support us going?

no request at this time.

we will need

-
Subject: UPDATE - No Change: D.C. protest round two

All,

If you are watching the news, things are bad at the Capitol Building. I have heard nothing from

Team

Just got a call from asking about availability for a possible deployment to D.C.

I need everyone's availability from today through the weekend. Let your ATL know asap.

will the office support us going?

no request at this time.

we will need

-
From: 

Sent on: 

To: 

Subject: RE: D.C. deployment numbers

Soooo, looks like a shit show up there ....

On wrote:

I can get you depending on the day. I am still waiting on EM approval to go. 

Let me know.

sounds good. Thank you

FBI

Ouest

Cel
From: 

Sent on: 

To: 

Subject: RE: D.C. deployment numbers

Dang, yes!

On [blank] wrote:

Sooooo, looks like a shit show up there ....

On [blank] wrote:

Sounds good. Thank you

On [blank] wrote:

I can get you [blank] depending on the day. I am still waiting on EM approval to go. 

Let me know.
Gents,
Short notice response. Please respond asap with your availability to respond to DC. I need earliest available time with reasonable team numbers that can deploy. Thanks guys.
Subject: Washington DC response

Gents,
Short notice response. Please respond asap with your availability to respond to DC. I need earliest available time with reasonable team numbers that can deploy. Thanks guys.
From: 
Sent on: 
To: 
Subject: RE: Washington DC response

Thank you! Will advise when I hear

On route -1 
Sent -1 
To: 
Subject: Washington DC response

Gents,
Short notice response. Please respond asap with your availability to respond to DC. I need earliest available time with reasonable team numbers that can deploy. Thanks guys


FBI(21-cv-572)-87
From: 

Sent on: 

To: 

Subject: RE: Washington DC response

Will keep you posted.

On [date], that will include:

We can be out of here in [date].

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: Washington DC response

Gents,

Short notice response. Please respond asap with your availability to respond to DC. I need earliest available time with reasonable team numbers that can deploy. Thanks guys.
Update, that will include

We can be out of here in

can be enroute in

Gents,

Short notice response. Please respond asap with your availability to respond to DC. I need earliest available time with reasonable team numbers that can deploy. Thanks guys
Update, that will include:

We can be out of here in:

From:
Sent on:
To:
Subject: RE: Washington DC response

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject: RE: Washington DC response

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject: Washington DC response

Gents,

Short notice response. Please respond asap with your availability to respond to DC. I need earliest available time with reasonable team numbers that can deploy. Thanks guys
Subject: RE: Washington DC response

Update, that will include

We can be out of here in

To:

Subject: Washington DC response

Gents,

Short notice response. Please respond asap with your availability to respond to DC. I need earliest available time with reasonable team numbers that can deploy. Thanks guys
From: b6 -1.6
Sent on: b6 -1.6
To: b7C -1.6
CC: b7E -3.5

Subject: UPDATE - No Change: D.C. protest round two

☐ is still working it.

If you need to get your ☐ I would head home now.

No request for ☐

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
CC: 

Subject: UPDATE - No Change: D.C. protest round two

All,

If you are watching the news, things are bad at the Capitol Building. I have heard nothing from ☐

☐

Subject: D.C. protest round two

Team

Just got a call from ☐ asking about availability for a possible deployment to D.C.

I need everyone’s availability from today through the weekend. Let your ATL know ASAP.

☐ will the office support us going?

☐ no ☐ request at this time.

☐ we will need ☐

☐
Hey

I'm on standby for the

Happy New Year!

Respectfully,

On    wrote: Who can

go? How long can you be gone?

SA
FBI
Desk
Cell
Will do! Thanks!

Respectfully,

On __ wrote:

I'll keep you in the loop with events on our end. You are welcome to join us. If you get a deployment order, let me know.

Hey,

I'm on standby for the

Happy New Year!

Respectfully,

On __ wrote: Who can
got. How long can you be gone?

On __ wrote:

On __ wrote:

On __ wrote:

On __ wrote:

On __ wrote:

On __ wrote:

On __ wrote:

On __ wrote:

On __ wrote:

On __ wrote:

On __ wrote:

On __ wrote:

On __ wrote:
From:  

Sent on:  

To:  

Subject:  

Who can go?  

How long can you be gone?  

☐  

SA  

FBI(21-cv-572)-95  

Desk  

Cell
From: 

Sent on: 

To: 

Subject: 

I'll keep you in the loop with events on our end. You are welcome to join us. If you get a deployment order, let me know.

Hey

I'm on standby for the

Happy New Year!

Respectfully,

Who can

go? How long can you be gone?
Subject: DEPLOYMENT ORDER - WASHINGTON D.C

We are deploying soon to DC.

From: [Blank]
To: [Blank]
CC: [Blank]

Subject: UPDATE - DC change to D.C. protest-round two

Just a quick note to let you know we are heading in the right direction.

From: [Blank]
To: [Blank]
CC: [Blank]

Subject: UPDATE - DC change to D.C. protest-round two

All,

If you are watching the news, things are bad at the Capitol Building. I have heard nothing from the office support.

From: [Blank]
To: [Blank]
CC: [Blank]

Subject: UPDATE - DC change to D.C. protest-round two

Team,

Just got a call from [Blank] regarding availability for a possible deployment.

Need everyone's availability from today through the weekend. Let your all know who will be available.

From: [Blank]
To: [Blank]
CC: [Blank]

Subject: UPDATE - DC change to D.C. protest-round two

[Blank]

From: [Blank]
To: [Blank]
CC: [Blank]

Subject: UPDATE - DC change to D.C. protest-round two

[Blank]

From: [Blank]
To: [Blank]
CC: [Blank]

Subject: UPDATE - DC change to D.C. protest-round two

[Blank]
Subject: DEPLOYMENT ORDER - WASHINGTON D.C

We are deploying trop to D.C.

Subject: UPDATE - Upcoming D.C. protest over two

All,
If you are watching the news, things are bad at the Capitol Building. I have heard nothing from

Subject: UPDATE - Upcoming D.C. protest over two

Fed.
Just got a call from [redacted] about availability for a possible deployment to D.C.

Need everyone's availability from today through the weekend. Call your OIC and have them

This is a 24/7 phone. If you need to call, please call [redacted].
I'm available, no hard deadline for when I need to get back.

Who can go? How long can you be gone?

SA
FBI
Desk
Cell
From: [Blank]

To: [Blank]

Subject: WASHINGTON D.C

ORDER - WASHINGTON 15

Subjecs: 1. Asap tal aauise Bow parce:

wee SA ut kro at this coint i Pict at are Pencang sonth.

Mars ain to

Seu:

Tay!
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Pca aed tage? par [Jesus Re su Agrsy Ann.
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Bakes? rae. twa

wih

DTCTESS OUP a. NS

Fou are watching the paws, things ace has arias Capra: I Tae neate BAT SNE tenf__

CI

Frem |

Seontty

To: [Blank]

Signed:

TS

Si. asacverf pox:

mb y 509 1eday t 5 AUDI AVAUAU RY WS 2 AN eSdS dOperemera AG [LC

sgh 3.2 weatand. Let your ATL
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| of peoes pies ti,

L_

vats otis «ee 

b6 -1,6

b7C -1,6

b7E -3,5
Subject: PREVENT COUNTER-WASHINGTON D.C.

From: 

To: 

Subject: ORDER - WASHINGTON D.C.

More string below. All in lower case noted. It is for the latter month.

Subject: COMMENTS - We received your order made.

From: 

To: 

Subject: REQUEST - We received your order made.

From: 

To: 

Subject: PHONE CALL

From: 

To: 

Subject: ORDER - WASHINGTON D.C.
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
CC: 

Subject: EMPLOYMENT ORDER - WASHINGTON DC

If you have any office equipment to pack, please lock it and take it straight to the office.

On: 

More info: follo...
More copies follow. All copies of this report are that we are handling on:

From: 
Subject: 
TO: 
DATE: 

If you are watching the news, things are hot at the Capitol Building. I have been nothing from

From: 
Subject: 
TO: 
DATE: 

We have received no reports in

From: 
Subject: 
TO: 
DATE: 

We have received no reports in
Guys,
Thanks for your quick response! Please respond to the
From: 

Sent on: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: WFO response 

Follow up: FollowUp 

Follow up status: Completed 

Completed on: 

Gents 

Thanks for responding. Your 

Thanks
No problem. Covered.

Sorry, out of pocket.

On [ ] wrote:
Who can go? How long can you be gone?

Sent on [ ]
Sent on [ ]
To:
Subject:
Subject: Sorry, out of pocket

On [date not visible] I wrote:

Who can go? How long can you be gone?
I just received this tasking from [REDACTED] who need to report to staging location tonight. Please identify a hotel for them to hold and BPT to assist WFO on short recall overnight or tomorrow AM.

Thx.
copies. Let us know bed down location.

-  

On  wrote:

Copy

-  

On  wrote:

I just received this tasking from

[do not need to report to staging location tonight. Please identify a hotel for]

[them to hold and BPT to assist WFO on short recall overnight or tomorrow AM.]

Thx.
Sorry to get back to you late.  Having said that, if it becomes a priority let me know and I can and will. Thanks!

On [Date] wrote: Who can go? How long can you be gone?
Prem: 
Sent org:     
'Subj:  
From:       
To:         
Subject:     

------ Forwarded message ----- 
From:       
Date:       
Subject:     

To:         

------ Forwarded message ----- 
From:       
Date:       
Subject:     

To:         

------ Forwarded message ----- 
From:       
Date:       
Subject:     

To:         

FBI(21-cv-572)-115

b6 -1
b7c -1
b7e -3,5,11

should you send an issue to TOE folks in support of DT efforts, please use

Please note that this is for DT efforts ONLY; if there are other AORs that require national or regional response, we would have to request a different. In other words, any TOE body travelling in support of the ongoing DT efforts can use the above.

Reach out with questions.

thanks.
From:

To:

Cc:

Subject: Fwd: DJ

If you need an issue to TOY, take in support of DC efforts, please use...

If there are other AORs that require immediate regional response, we would like to request a different.

Reach out with questions.

Thanks,

FBI(21-cv-572)-116
From:
Sent on:
To:
CC:
Subject: Fwd: LX

-------- Forwarded message --------
From:
Date:
Subject: Fwd: DC
To:
CC:
For:

-------- Forwarded message --------
From:
Date:
Subject: DC
To:
CC:

All,

Should you need an issue to TDY folks in support of DC efforts, please use

Please note that this is for DC efforts ONLY if there are other AORs that require national or regional response, we would have to request a different. In other words, any TDY body traveling in support of the ongoing DC efforts can use the above. Others cannot.

Reach out with questions.

Thanks,
Subject: Hotel Rooms

Thanks brother, awesome work tonight!

On | Wrath:

We have blocked | bye -1

Because of the short notice, hotel staff will be minimal and check in may be slow if everyone shows up simultaneously.

Hit me up with questions. Been a crazy day. Hope you are well.

SSA
Thanks guys!

On [Date], [Name] wrote:

[Name] has locked or [Name] hotel rooms at the [Hotel]. The rooms were reserved at [Date] and are locked in for [Period] however, can check out early as required. Please let me know if you all need any additional support over the coming days. I will send confirmation details to [Name] directly.

- [Name]
Thank you for your assistance. We are standing by for approval. As soon as we know, you will be notified.

Hey guys,

Any confirmation on hotels is in the area standing by. Thanks.

Manifest of names at this point isn't available. Sorry.

If you need a name, please push for coordination with [ ].

Working rooms for now with more pending. Manifest of names would be helpful when available - no rush.

Will push details to you and once in hand, assuming More to follow.

SSA
Hey guys,

Any confirmation on hotels is in the area standing by. Thanks

Ox J wrote: Thanks.

Manifest of names at this point isn't available...sorry

If you need a name ____________ is ____________

Please push info to ____________ for coordination with ____________

Ox wrote:

Working ______________ with ____________ more pending. Manifest of names would be helpful when available - no rush.

Will push details to you and ____________ once in hand. Assuming ____________

More to follow.

SSA ____________
From: [From]  
To: [To]  
Subject: Fwd way ahead

---------- Forwarded message ----------

From: [From]  
Date: [Date]  
Subject: way ahead  
To: [To]  
Cc: [Cc]  

Slight change for [Slight change for]

---

On [On], [wrote]: Please hit me back with modifications/suggestions on this so we can push to E5M - they are asking.

Status for 7 January [Status for 7 January]

8 January [8 January]

9 January [9 January]

Status for 7 January through 9 January. [Status for 7 January through 9 January.

Thanks

b7E -3.5

FBI(21-cv-572)-123
From: [Redacted]

Sent on: [Redacted]

To: [Redacted]

CC: [Redacted]

Subject: Fwd: Hotel Rooms - DC unrest

Current hotel info below. Right now we have double up. Working on getting individual rooms but still have need:

--- Forwarded message ---

From: [Redacted]

Date: [Redacted]

Subject: Hotel Rooms - DC unrest

To: [Redacted]

CC: [Redacted]

Thanks guys!

---

[Redacted]

The rooms were reserved at [Redacted] and are locked in for [Redacted] however [Redacted] can check out early as required. Please let me know if you all need any additional support over the coming days. I will send confirmation details directly.

[Redacted]
By now, you all are aware of the violence occurring in Washington DC at the Capitol. This is the only request currently pending for assets to assist with the events in WDC. If there are additional requests we will keep you informed.

Special Agent in Charge
FBI Division
Desk:
Mobile:
> Law enforcement and partner agencies continue to mobilize necessary resources to address the dynamic situation at
the Capitol and throughout the larger D.C.-area. Efforts to safely evacuate all individuals at the US Capitol and clear the
grounds continue to evolve rapidly precluding exact estimates pertaining to crowd size and movement.
>
> IOC INTELLIGENCE:
>
> (U//FOUO) Reporting confirms the female shooting victim at the US Capitol is deceased. MPD homicide is leading
investigation into the shooting.
OPERATIONAL UPDATES:

PENDING TARGETS OR SUBJECTS OF INVESTIGATIVE INTEREST:

PLANNED EVENTS:

This document is meant as a summary of significant investigative highlights and NOT as a comprehensive review of the investigation. The information contained in this communication is NOT to be incorporated into any formal or informal written document without the authorization of a Special Agent in Charge, Washington Field Office. Unauthorized use of this information may jeopardize sensitive national security investigations, result in the possible identification and/or physical harm of human sources, or create undue notification into the FBI’s interest of the intended target.

The FBI has received information indicating the possibility that protest activity may occur outside or around U.S. Government property and facilities into January 2021, and that individuals or groups may exploit this otherwise protected activity to commit or incite civil disorder, riot, or other criminal violations. Transmittal of this report informs appropriate personnel who must account for the safety and security of facilities and personnel. As an individual or groups ability to conduct lawful protests and seek redress from government is a right guaranteed by the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, no investigative activity is to be initiated solely based on such protected conduct unless some indication of criminal or terrorist activity is present.
From: Servt:

Subject: Fwd: Crisis Response Plan Activation

Please head in, I don't have any further details. Bring cold weather gear just in case.

Thanks,

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: WFO FOUO
Date: 
Subject: Crisis Response Plan Activation

THIS IS A CRP ACTIVATION NOTIFICATION:

You are receiving this message because

WFO

FBI(21-cv-572)-135
Out of cycle Sit Rep based on significant updates.

IOC INTELLIGENCE:
(U/FOUO) As of 1325 hours, USCP reported demonstrators had breached the west front of the Capitol Complex and are climbing the scaffolding of the inaugural stage. USCP and MPD units are responding. Additional reporting from MPD as of 1325 hours indicated individuals throwing bike racks and fireworks near the Capitol. MPD and USCP are reporting injuries. MPD has declared the incident a riot.

(U/FOUO) Update: As of approximately 1420, the Capitol was placed on lockdown, and the certification vote paused. As of 1430 hours, protestors have entered the Capitol Rotunda. Protestors are deploying pepper spray against USCP officers.

(U/FOUO) As of 1445 hours, the DC Mayor is implementing a curfew beginning at 1800 hours.

OPERATIONAL UPDATES:

PENDING TARGETS OR SUBJECTS OF INVESTIGATIVE INTEREST:

PLANNED EVENTS:
The FBI has received information indicating the possibility that protest activity may occur outside or around U.S. Government property and facilities into January 2021, and that individuals or groups may exploit this otherwise protected activity to commit or incite civil disorder, riot, or other criminal violations. Transmittal of this report informs appropriate personnel who must account for the safety and security of facilities and personnel. As an individual or groups ability to conduct lawful protests and seek redress from government is a right guaranteed by the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, no investigative activity is to be initiated solely based on such protected conduct unless some indication of criminal or terrorist activity is present.
From: Jennifer May (WF) (FBI)
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 2:30 PM
To: [Address]
Subject: FW: 1400 SITREP

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "May, Jennifer L. (WF) (FBI)"
Date: Jan 6, 2021 2:23 PM
Subject: Fwd: Fw: 1400 SITREP
To: [Address]
Cc:

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "May, Stacey R. (WF) (FBI)"
Date: Jan 6, 2021 2:22 PM
Subject: Fw: 1400 SITREP
To: "May, Jennifer L. (WF) (FBI)"
Cc:

From: WE-EXEC-IMGMT
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 2:18 PM
To: WE-EXEC-IMGMT
Cc:
Subject: 1400 SITREP

IOC INTELLIGENCE:
As of 1325 hours, USCP reported hundreds of demonstrators had breached the west front of the Capitol Complex and are climbing the scaffolding of the inaugural stage. USCP and MPD units are responding. Additional reporting from MPD as of 1325 hours indicated individuals throwing bike racks and fireworks near the Capitol. MPD and USCP are reporting injuries. MPD has declared a riot.

UPDATES:

PENDING TARGETS OR SUBJECTS OF INVESTIGATIVE INTEREST:

PLANNED EVENTS:

The FBI has received information indicating the possibility that protest activity may occur outside or around U.S. Government property and facilities into January 2021, and that individuals or groups may exploit this otherwise protected activity to commit or incite civil disorder, riot, or other criminal violations. Transmittal of this report informs appropriate personnel who must account for the safety and security of facilities and personnel. As an individual or groups ability to conduct lawful protests and seek redress from government is a right guaranteed by the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, no investigative activity is to be initiated solely based on such protected conduct unless some indication of criminal or terrorist activity is present.
From: "May, Jennifer L. (WS)\"  
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 12:29 PM  
Subject: Fwd: Fw: INFO: Possible threat to FBI buildings - DC  

From: "May, Jennifer L. (WS)\"  
Date: Jan 6, 2021 12:24 PM  
Subject: Fw: INFO: Possible threat to FBI buildings - DC  

To: "May, Jennifer L. (WS)\"  

Cc:  

----- Forwarded message -----  
From: "May, Jennifer L. (WS)\"  
Date: Jan 6, 2021 11:05 AM  
Subject: Fw: INFO: Possible threat to FBI buildings - DC  

To: "May, Jennifer L. (WS)\"  

Cc: FYSA  

----- Forwarded message -----  
From: "May, Stacey R. (WS)\"  
Date: Jan 6, 2021 11:05 AM  
Subject: Fw: INFO: Possible threat to FBI buildings - DC  

To: "May, Jennifer L. (WS)\"  

Cc: FYSA  

----- Forwarded message -----  
From:  
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 11:04 AM  
To: WF-EXEC-MGMT  
Cc:  
Subject: INFO: Possible threat to FBI buildings - DC  

> From:  
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 10:51 AM  


To: [Redacted]
Cc: [Redacted]
Subject: Possible threat to FBI buildings - DC

All,

Please notify FBI police of this information.

Supervisory Special Agent
FBI Washington Field Office
cell
desk

[Redacted]
From: "May, Jennifer L. (WF) [FBI"
Date: Jan 5, 2024 10:57 AM
Subject: Fwd: Fuse: 1000 hours SITREP
To: "May, Jennifer L. (WF) [FBI"
Cc:

-------- Forwarded message --------
From: "May, Jennifer L. (WF) [FBI"
Date: Jan 6, 2024 10:40 AM
Subject: Fwd: 1000 hours SITREP
To: "May, Jennifer L. (WF) [FBI"
Cc:

> HOC INTELLIGENCE:

> ACTIVE CROWDS:
> UPDATES:

> PENDING TARGETS OR SUBJECTS OF INVESTIGATIVE INTEREST:

> PLANNED EVENTS:

> (U//FOUO) Per USSS, POTUS is expected to speak at an event on the Ellipse outside the White House at 1100 hours. POTUS is expected to depart the event at approximately 1215 hours.

> (U/AO)

This document is meant as a summary of significant investigative highlights and NOT as a comprehensive review of the investigation. The information contained in this communication is NOT to be incorporated into any formal or informal written document without the authorization of a Special Agent in Charge, Washington Field Office. Unauthorized use of this information may jeopardize sensitive national security investigations, result in the possible identification and/or physical harm of human sources, or create undue notification into the FBI's interest of the intended target.

> (U//FOUO) The FBI has received information indicating the possibility that protest activity may occur outside or around U.S. Government property and facilities into January 2021, and that individuals or groups may exploit this otherwise protected activity to commit or incite civil disorder, riot, or other criminal violations. Transmittal of this report informs appropriate personnel who must account for the safety and security of facilities and personnel. As an individual or groups ability to conduct lawful protests and seek redress from government is a right guaranteed by the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, no investigative activity is to be initiated solely based on such protected conduct unless some indication of criminal or terrorist activity is present.
Team,

With all the uncertainty and various shift work, we will have to cancel going away lunch. Thank you so much to for all your work, maybe next time though you could anticipate people storming the Capitol, lol.

I deserves a fantastic going away, and I hope we can try to find a way to do that in the next 4 weeks.

Thanks everyone,

On Jan 6, 2021 3:43 PM, wrote:

Please gather when ready and meet to anyone with one arm.

Be safe everyone, it pains me not to be able to join you all, but I'm no good to anyone with one arm.

Thank you for answering the call,
Frank

Seek:

SAAD! state

By now, you all are aware of the violence occurring in Washington DC at the Capitol. This is the only request currently pending for assets to assist with the events in WDC. If there are additional requests, we will keep you informed.

Special Agent in Charge

Table:

Mobile:
Good evening all,
From: | Sent: Wednesday, January 06, 2021 9:06 PM
To: | Subject: RE: NECS Request --- DED RE/EN RE/EN
Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Completed
Sentinel/Case ID: NON-RECORD

Classification: SECRET/NOFORN

From: | Sent: Tuesday, January 5, 2021 12:06 PM
To: | Subject: RE: NECS Request --- SECRET/NOFORN

Classification: SECRET/NOFORN

Good afternoon

I hope you enjoyed your holidays

Thanks for your help,

From: | Sent: Friday, December 11, 2020 9:35 AM
To: | Subject: NECS Request --- SECRET/NOFORN

Classification: SECRET/NOFORN
Folks,

For those coming in tomorrow, I'd encourage you to come in early and leave early to avoid the largest crowds.

I hope everyone had a Happy New Year! Here's to a much better 2021!

Alan

Alan E. Kohler, Jr.
Assistant Director
FBI Counterintelligence Division
Access into JEH on January 7, 2021 will be as follows:

The Visitors Center will remain closed on January 7, 2021. Essential visits must be coordinated with the Access Control Unit which can be reached at [redacted]. FBI employees in the downtown DC area should continue to exercise caution and maintain situational awareness when entering and exiting FBI facilities and when traveling around the downtown DC area.

If you have any questions regarding this notification, please contact the Security Operations Center at [redacted].

Emergency Action Specialist

Strategic Information Operations Center (SIOC)

FBI HQ
From:  
Sent:  
To:  
Subject:  FW: SIOC NOTIFICATION: SECURITY POSTURE IN WASHINGTON D.C. METRO  
Importance:  High  

Seems calm ... for the moment. Capitol is far enough from JEH I suppose  

From: SIOC  
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 3:24 PM  
To: HQ-ALL-USERS  
Cc: SIOC  
Subject: SIOC NOTIFICATION: SECURITY POSTURE IN WASHINGTON D.C. METRO  
Importance: High  

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO  

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION  
STRATEGIC INFORMATION & OPERATIONS CENTER  

SIOC NOTIFICATION  

SYNOPSIS: The following message is being sent on behalf of the FBI Police:  

SOURCE OF INFORMATION: FBI Police, Colonel Scott Giroux  

Strategic Information & Operations Center | FBIHQ, Room 5712  
Emergency Action Specialist | Watch Commander  

THIS DOCUMENT IS INTERNAL AND MAY NOT BE RELEASED OUTSIDE THE FBI WITHOUT PRIOR AUTHORIZATION  

This message and any attachments are for situational awareness and may be confidential and/or legally privileged. If you received this in error, please delete, do not disseminate further, and notify SIOC immediately.
From: SiOC
Sent: Wednesday, January 06, 2021 4:57 PM
To: HQ-ALL-USERS; CJIS_ALL; All
Cc: IR-EXEC-SC-ASC-UC; SIOC
Subject: SIOC NOTIFICATION: SECURITY POSTURE IN WASHINGTON D.C METRO
Importance: High

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
STRATEGIC INFORMATION
& OPERATIONS CENTER

SIOC NOTIFICATION

SYNOPSIS

SOURCE OF INFORMATION: SIOC

Strategic Information & Operations Center | FBIHQ, Room 5712

THIS DOCUMENT IS INTERNAL AND MAY NOT BE RELEASED OUTSIDE THE FBI WITHOUT PRIOR AUTHORIZATION

This message and any attachments are for situational awareness and may be confidential and/or legally privileged. If you received this in error, please delete, do not disseminate further, and notify SIOC immediately.

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
From: SiOC
Sent: Monday, January 04, 2027 8:56 AM
To: HQ-ALL-USERS; WFO FOUO
Subject: SITUATIONAL AWARENESS: Traffic Advisory - Street Closures and Parking Restrictions in downtown DC Jan 5 - 7, 2021
Importance: High

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION

SYNOPSIS: Multiple street closures and parking restrictions in downtown Washington, DC, may delay your commute to FBI HQ and WFO on January 5 - 7, 2021.

SOURCE OF INFORMATION: DC Homeland Security and Emergency Management Agency (HSEMA) and FBI Police

SITUATION: The Washington, DC, Metropolitan Police Department (MPD) anticipates multiple street closures and parking restrictions in Washington, DC, on January 5 - 7, 2021, due to First Amendment-protected activities. Motorists should consider alternative routes to avoid increased pedestrian traffic and delays. For additional traffic information, please visit: twitter.com/DCPoliceTraffic.

Street Closures

On January 5 - 6, the following streets will be restricted/closed to vehicular traffic from approximately 6:00 AM to 11:59 PM. If safe to do so, vehicles will be allowed to enter the restricted areas if individuals are on essential business or traveling to/from their residence.

Constitution Ave from Pennsylvania Ave to 18th St, NW
K St from 9th St, NW to 18th St, NW
I St from 9th St, NW to 18th St, NW
H St from 9th St, NW to 18th St, NW
New York Ave from 9th St, NW to 15th St, NW
New York Ave from 17th St, NW to 18th St, NW
G St from 9th St, NW to 15th St, NW
G St from 12th St, NW to 15th St, NW
G St from 17th St, NW to 18th St, NW
F St from 9th St, NW to 15th St, NW
F St from 12th St, NW to 15th St, NW
F St from 17th St, NW to 18th St, NW
E St from 9th St, NW to 15th St, NW
E St from 17th St, NW to 18th St, NW
D St from 5th St, NW to 9th St, NW
D St from 17th St, NW to 18th St, NW
C St from 3rd St, NW to 6th St, NW
C St from 17th St, NW to 18th St, NW
Pennsylvania Ave, NW from 3rd St, NW to 15th St, NW
Pennsylvania Ave, NW from 17th St, NW to 18th St, NW
Indiana Ave from 3rd St to 5th St, NW
3rd St from Independence Ave, SW to D St, NW
4th St from Independence Ave, SW to Pennsylvania Ave, NW
4th St from Indiana Ave, NW to E St, NW
5th St from Indiana Ave, NW to E St, NW
6th St from Constitution Ave, NW to E St, NW
7th St from Independence Ave, SW to E St, NW
9th St from Constitution Ave, NW to E St, NW
10th St from Constitution Ave, NW to L St, NW
11th St from Pennsylvania Ave, NW to L St, NW
12th St from Constitution Ave, NW to L St, NW
13th St from Pennsylvania Ave, NW to L St, NW
14th St from Independence Ave, SW to L St, NW
15th St from Independence Ave, SW to L St, NW
16th St from H St, NW to L St, NW
Vermont Ave from H St, NW to L St, NW
Connecticut Ave from H St, NW to L St, NW
17th St from Independence Ave, SW to L St, NW
Madison Dr from 3rd St, NW to 15th St, NW
Jefferson Dr from 3rd St, SW to 15th St, SW
12th St Tunnel
9th St Tunnel

While MPD does not anticipate street closures on January 5 or 7, or additional street closures on January 6, there is the potential for intermittent street closures.

No Parking

January 5 at 6:00 AM to January 7 at 11:59 PM:

H St from 15th St, NW to 17th St, NW
I St from 15th St, NW to 17th St, NW
Connecticut Ave from H St, NW to L St, NW
Vermont Ave from H St, NW to L St, NW
15th St from I St to K St, NW (west side of McPherson Sq)
17th St from I St to K St, NW (east side of Farragut Sq)

January 5 – 6 from 12:01 AM to 11:59 PM:

Constitution Ave from Pennsylvania Ave, NW to 18th St, NW
Pennsylvania Ave from 3rd St, NW to 18th St, NW
E St from 9th St, NW to 15th St, NW
F St from 12th St, NW to 15th St, NW
G St from 12th St, NW to 15th St, NW
I St from 9th St, NW to 15th St, NW
1 St from 17th St, NW to 18th St, NW
H St from 9th St, NW to 15th St, NW
H St from 17th St, NW to 18th St, NW
K St from 9th St, NW to 18th St, NW
New York Ave from 9th St, NW to 15th St, NW
17th St from Constitution Ave, NW to L St, NW
(west side of Farragut Sq)
15th St from Constitution Ave, NW to L St, NW
(east side of McPherson Sq)
16th St from K St, NW to O St, NW
14th St from Independence Ave, SW to L St, NW
13th St from Pennsylvania Ave, NW to L St, NW
12th St from Constitution Ave, NW to E St, NW
11th St from Pennsylvania Ave, NW to E St, NW
10th St from Constitution Ave, NW to E St, NW
9th St from Constitution Ave, NW to Pennsylvania Ave, NW
7th St from Independence Ave, SW to E St, NW
6th St from Constitution Ave, NW to E St, NW
4th St from Independence Ave, SW to Pennsylvania Ave, NW
3rd St from Independence Ave, SW to Pennsylvania Ave, NW
New York Ave from 18th St, NW to 17th St, NW
C St from 18th St, NW to 17th St, NW
D St from 18th St, NW to 17th St, NW
Madison Dr from 3rd St, NW to 15th St, NW
Jefferson Dr from 3rd St, SW to 15th St, SW
The FBI Strategic Information Operations Center (SIOC) produced this message and any attachments for situational awareness which may be subject to change. This material may be confidential/legally privileged. If you believe you received this in error, please delete. do not disseminate further, and notify SIOC immediately.

UNCLASSIFIED/FOG
From: bIE -5
Sent: Thursday, December 03, 2020 11:44 AM
To: 
Subject: UPDATE -- SEL RE ee

If you have any questions regarding the please contact SSA

Respectfully

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, December 02, 2020 5:52 PM
To: 
Subject: SECREDSNSRCLL,

Classification: SECRET/NOFORN

Classified By: 
Derived From: FBI NSICG
Declassify On: 20451231
If you have any questions regarding the [redacted], please contact SSA [redacted].

Respectfully,

Classification: SECRET//HUMINT

Classification: SECRET//HUMINT
UNCLASSIFIED

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
STRATEGIC INFORMATION & OPERATIONS CENTER

SIOC NOTIFICATION

SOURCE OF INFORMATION: FBI Police, Colonel Scott Giroux

This message and any attachments are for situational awareness and may be confidential and/or legally privileged. If you received this in error, please delete, do not disseminate further, and notify SIOC immediately.
Respectfully,

[Blank]

FBI(21-cv-572)-177
Good Evening,

Questions should be directed to the POCs listed in the TSIN below.

Regards.

(U) Executive Summary/Background

(U) Executive Summary
On 6 January 2021, demonstrators who had taken part in the "Stop the Steal" rally forcibly entered the US Capitol during a joint session of Congress held to certify Electoral College results from the November 2020 Presidential Election.

The following information needs are directed to all FBI Field Offices:

Potential criminal activity exhibited by certain members of a group(s) referenced herein does not negate nor is it a comment on the constitutional rights of the group itself or its members to exercise their rights under the First Amendment. The FBI does not investigate, collect, or maintain information on U.S. persons solely for the purpose of monitoring activities protected by the First Amendment.
Thank you.

Got it.

Good evening all,
SentinelCaseId: NON-RECORD

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/FOC

Good evening all,

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/FOC

FBI(21-cv-572)-181
Good evening all,

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO
Sent: Wednesday January 06, 2021 6:91 AM
To: 
Subject: RE UNCLASSIFIED/FOGO

Sentinel Case ID: NON-RECORD

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOGO

Got it.

Sent: Tuesday, January 05, 2021 6:16 PM
To: 
Subject: RE UNCLASSIFIED//FOGO

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOGO

Good evening all.

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOGO

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOGO
Regards,

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, December 22, 2020 1:02 PM
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: FBI(2.1-cv-572)-185 - UNCLASSIFIED//FOIA

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOIA

Excellent. Thank you for passing the information.

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, December 22, 2020 1:02 PM
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: FBI(2.1-cv-572)-185 - UNCLASSIFIED//FOIA

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOIA

Excellent. Thank you for passing the information.

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, December 22, 2020 1:02 PM
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: FBI(2.1-cv-572)-185 - UNCLASSIFIED//FOIA

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOIA

Excellent. Thank you for passing the information.

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, December 22, 2020 1:02 PM
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: FBI(2.1-cv-572)-185 - UNCLASSIFIED//FOIA

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOIA

Excellent. Thank you for passing the information.
From: [Name]
Sent: Thursday, December 10, 2020 2:01 PM
To: [Name]
Cc: [Name]
Subject: AE

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO

Please feel free to do so as we separate red side email.

From: [Name]
Sent: Thursday, December 10, 2020 10:17 AM
To: [Name]
Cc: [Name]
Subject: - UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO

TRANSITORY RECORD

Gents,
Call SA with any questions, etc.

Thanks.
From: | | a 
Sent: Monday, January 4, 2021 5:01 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: January events/rallies --- UNCLASSIFIED 

SentinelCased: NON-RECORD 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Good afternoon all,

SSA 
FBI 
Desk 
Cell: 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 
b7E -5 

b6 -2,3 
b7C -2,3 
b7D -1,6 
b7E -1,2,4,8 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 
b7E -3,5 

b6 -3 
b7C -3 
b7E -1,2,8 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 
b7E -3,5 

FBI(21-cv-572)-191
Subject: January events/rallies -- UNCLASSIFIED

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED

Happy new year's everyone!

Thank you all!

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
From: Bre - b7c -1
Sent: Pugeday famine Si Suis baa bIE -5
To: 
Subject: Pwr ine: Suiuect!

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, January 5, 2021 3:15 PM
To: 
Subject: 
Cc: 

---------- Forwarded messages ----------
From: 
Date: Jan 5, 2021 3:23 PM
Subject: 
To: 
Cc: 

b6 -1,2,3
b7C -1,2,3
b7D -1
b7E -1,2,3,5
Copy. Thanks for checking.

On Jan 6, 2021 2:01 AM, wrote:

[Redacted]
The following document has been forwarded to you:

Title: (U) pdf

Synopsis: (U)
Gentlemen, for your review and approval.

Thank you.

------------- Forwarded message ----------
From: 
Date: Jan 3, 2021 10:24 AM 
Subject: FW: FBINET to UNET Uploaded Files 
To: 
Cc: 
On Nov 20, 2020 12:47 PM, wrote:

Gentlemen,

Was hoping one of you could please provide a quick brief/update of matters anticipated this weekend. Don't want to get caught off guard over the weekend of Monday AM here.

Thanks,

SSA

(Desk)

(Cell)
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED

---

I'm adding the WFO PM feel free to chime in.

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Thanks... Much appreciated.

I shot a note to... with your point as well.

The following document has been forwarded to you:
I shot a note to [redacted] with your point as well.

The following document has been forwarded to you:

Title: [redacted]

Synopsis: [redacted]

Link to Document: [redacted]

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
From: 
Sent: Monday, January 4, 2021 4:56 PM 
To: 
Subject: Fwd: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - FW: event Jan 6

--------- Forwarded message ---------
From: 
Date: Jan 4, 2021 4:50 PM 
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - FW: event Jan 6 
To:
Cc:
I have not been tracking but forward it to [ ]. He was asking for info today.

On Jan 4, 2021 4:55 PM, [ ] wrote:

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
From: SIOC
Sent: Wednesday, December 9, 2020 6:01 AM
To: SIOC On-Duty Watch Commanders
CC: SIOC
Subject: SIOC DAILY SITREP

Wednesday, December 09, 2020

SIOC On-Duty Watch Commanders
WEATHER FOR TODAY

NCR — Clouds giving way to some sun, with a high/low of 47°/37°.
There are no active watches, warnings or advisories.

Richmond, VA — Clouds giving way to some sun, with a high/low of 51°/31°.
There are no active watches, warnings or advisories.
The FBI Strategic Information and Operations Center (SIOC) produced this message and any attachments for situational awareness which may be subject to change.

This material may be confidential/legally privileged. If you believe you received this in error, please delete, do not disseminate further, and notify SIOC immediately.

UNCLASSIFIED/NOなりません
FBI PUBLIC AFFAIRS — DIRECTOR’S AM NEWS BRIEFING

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 9, 2020 4:00 AM EST

Wray Asks For Banks’ Help Fighting COVID-19 Scams. Behind a paywall, Law360 (128, Subscription Publication, BK) reports that Director Wray urged banks on Tuesday to continue reaching out to the agency as COVID-19-related financial crimes ramp up, using a recent case involving a professional football player to show the extent to which relief funds are being misused — and to pledge his support for the New York Giants. Law360 adds, “Speaking at a virtual conference put on by the American Bankers Association, Wray said it’s ‘absolutely essential that banks and financial institutions work together to fight back’ against criminals who are exploiting the pandemic and misusing funds tied to the Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security, or CARES, Act.”

TheABA Banking Journal (128) reports, “Wray urged banks to be wary of ‘cyber criminals targeting the vulnerabilities in third-party services’ as a way in to financial institution data, he said today at the ABA/ABA Financial Crimes Enforcement Conference. ‘The financial sector has the most robust cybersecurity of any industry,’ he said, which is why cyber criminals try third-party channels. Banks can also be affected by ransomware targeting third parties, a threat that Wray said may be somewhat underestimated by a lot of people.’ Wray also urged banks’ financial crimes staff to deepen their partnership with the FBI and other law enforcement agencies, including building a working relationship with the FBI special agents working in their markets. ‘We now have private sector coordinators in every FBI field office. If you haven’t met that person in your city, you should make the connection,’ he added. ‘Early notification to law enforcement can limit your losses and those of your customers. The FBI reviews every SAR we get.’

Protesters Turn Violent Toward Portland Police. The AP (128) reports protesters in Portland “outraged with the arrest of seven people at a home where a family was evicted in September hurled rocks at officers, sprayed a fire extinguisher at them and damaged police vehicles on Tuesday.” Meanwhile, The Oregonian (128, AM) reports the protesters recaptured the property “after morning clashes with police worked to ‘re-secure’ the foreclosed home for the developer that purchased it in a 2018 foreclosure auction.”

Jury Hears Closing Arguments In Minnesota Mosque Attack Trial. The AP (128) reports from St. Paul, Minnesota, “Prosecutors cited on Illinois man’s anti-Islamic writings and testimony from co-defendants in urging a jury Tuesday to convict him in the 2017 bombing of a Minnesota mosque.” The AP adds, “In closing arguments in the trial of Michael Hari, 49, prosecutors cited testimony from his co-defendants Joe Morris and Michael McWhorter and excerpts from Hari’s writings on Islam that they said overwhelmingly show how and why Hari spearheaded a plan to throw a pipe bomb into the window of Dar Al-Farooq Islamic Center. Other evidence presented to jurors by the government include purchases used to make explosive devices and telephone records. Morris portrayed Hari as a father figure, and both he and McWhorter portrayed Hari as the driving force behind a plan that included renting a truck in Illinois and traveling to Minnesota to carry out the attack.”

The Minneapolis Star Tribune (127, Maneux, 1:04AM) reports, “The trial amplified ideological and political shifts over changes in the American way of life that have divided the nation in recent years. Prosecutors say Hari, of Clarence, Ill., viewed rise of Islam and influx of immigration as threats to American culture. Feeling left behind by a changing world, he believed the country required correction through violent revolution, prosecutors said.” The Star Tribune adds, “Hari poured his money into a pitch to build the U.S.-Mexico border wall, which Hari viewed as a symbol of the endurance of American values that must be protected from outsiders. In 2017, Hari graduated from violent rhetoric to violent action, spending weeks planning the bombing of Dar Al-Farooq mosque in Bloomington. ‘Michael Hari believes that America is a country for white Christians,’ said Assistant U.S. Attorney John Docherty in closing arguments.”

Federal Judge Dismisses Case Against Flynn. The AP (128, Tucker) reports US District Judge Emmet Sullivan on Tuesday “dismissed the criminal case against former Trump administration national security adviser Michael Flynn but pointedly noted that a pardon Flynn received from the president last month does not mean that he is innocent.” The AP says Sullivan acknowledged in his 43-page order that the president’s broad pardon powers required dismissal and that the decision to pardon him is a political, rather than legal, one. But he also stressed that a pardon, by itself, did not mean that Flynn was innocent of a crime he had twice pleaded guilty to committing.

The Washington Post (128, Hsu, Mannix, 1:26AM) reports Sullivan “said he probably would have denied the Justice Department’s controversial effort this year to drop the case, which Democrats and many legal experts said appeared to be an
attempt' by Attorney General Barr to 'bend the rule of law to help a Trump ally.' The Post adds Sullivan "expressed deep skepticism about the Justice Department's stated reasons for abandoning the case, criticizing it for applying a different set of rules to Flynn, who twice pleaded guilty to lying about his contacts with Russia's ambassador during special counsel Robert S. Mueller III's probe of 2016 election interference," and "said he was troubled by the government's 'dubious' rationalizations as well as aspects of its 'ever-evolving justifications' that ignored applicable law, appeared to be irrelevant or to contradict prosecutors' previous statements."

The Wall Street Journal [12/30, Taub, Subscription Publication, 7.57M] reports Justice Department spokeswoman Kerri Kupec said Sullivan's decision to dismiss the case was "the correct result," but Flynn's lawyer Sidney Powell said the filing "reflects the abrupt political tone he has exhibited for months." In addition, Breitbart [12/31, Pollock, 3.99K] says Sullivan "did not bother to note that an ordinary acquittal also does not render a defendant 'innocent,'" and that courts merely find a defendant 'guilty' or 'not guilty.' CNN [12/31, Polantz, 83.16M], The Hill [12/31, Neidig, 2.96M], CBS News [12/31, 3.68M], the New York Post [12/31, Nelson, 4.57M], Fox News [12/31, Bilzer, 27.59M], the Daily Caller [12/31, 76.16K], TomoNews [12/31, Pavlich, 17.7K]) provide similar coverage.

USA Today [12/31, Phillips, 10.31M] says that the filing "marks the end of the politically charged case that pitted one branch of government against another," as does the New York Times [12/31, Savage, 18.81M], which says it "appeared to bring to a close the twisting legal and political saga of Mr. Flynn, a decorated lieutenant general who was an early supporter of Mr. Trump's 2016 campaign and got caught up in the beginning stages of the Russia investigation, resulting in his ouster days into the administration in 2017 and federal charges for making false statements to investigators."

Meanwhile, USA Today [12/31, 521K] says Flynn's pardon "is the first of several expected in the coming weeks," as the President has been "blandly discussing giving pardons 'like Christmas gifts' to people who haven't even asked, sources with direct knowledge of the conversations told Axios."

Documents: AG Barr Took Special Interest In Steele Dossier. The Washington Times [12/31, Sembrough, 402K] reports that AG Barr "took a special interest in how political appointees at the Obama State Department became involved in drafting dossier writer Christopher Steele's 2018, according to documents. In 2016, Steele was examining a number of avenues to propel his allegations about candidate Trump into the limelight before the Nov. 8 election." One email "contains email threats between Kathleen Kavaler, then-acting deputy secretary of state for Russia, and FBI agent assigned to Crossfire Hurricane" as the probe was called. The emails "show the determination of Mr. Steele, a former foreign intelligence agent, to bring down the Trump candidacy by trying different avenues, be it the news media, the FBI or the State Department."

Former Cybersecurity Official Fired By Trump Sues Trump Campaign, diGenova. The AP [12/31, Fox] reports that former CISA Director Chris Krebs "filed a lawsuit Tuesday over threatening remarks by a lawyer for the president that prompted a wave of death threats against him." Krebs "says in the suit that he has been 'bombarded' with threats since attorney Joseph diGenova appeared on the pro-Trump TV network Newsmax and called for Krebs to be killed." The lawsuit said: "The defendants' threats have upended plaintiffs' life, as well as his family's security, and caused serious fear, distress, suffering, and even physical damage." Krebs' attorney, Jim Walden, said "it has fundamentally uprooted their lives. ... He and his family feel terribly threatened." The former CISA official is "seeking financial damages from diGenova, Newsmax and the Trump campaign."

USA Today [12/31, Johnson, 10.31M] reports that Krebs "accused the group of encouraging 'actual violence' against him and other Republicans for speaking truth and performing his constitutional duties without regard to party loyalty." Newsmax said, "Mr. diGenova is not a paid contributor to Newsmax and has no official ties to him." Krebs' lawsuit alleges diGenova's "claims with the support of the Trump campaign are part of a 'continuing conspiracy' designed to discourage Republicans from speaking out against unsubstantiated allegations of election fraud." Krebs said, "This objective - retaliating against Republicans who publicly rejected the 'rigged election' narrative - was a central element of the Defendants' conspiracy."

The Washington Post [12/31, Hsu, Morse, 14.2M] reports that Krebs, "who was fired Nov. 17 by President Trump after he refused the president's claims of widespread election fraud, singled out comments made almost two weeks later by attorney.
Joseph diGenova, who said Krebs should face the same punishment inflicted on those convicted of treason because he had asserted that the 2020 election was the most secure in history. [The New York Times (12/8), Yafai-Bellamy, 4.73M], CNN (11/28, Markran, 3.62M), the Daily Beast (12/8, Hodiet, Baragnon, 1.39M), CBS (12/8, Muradld, Pudlitz, 3.18M), and Reuters (12/8, Bing, Stempel) have more on Krebs's lawsuit.

**Dominion Voting Systems Official Denies Voter Fraud Allegations In Op-Ed.** Eric Coomer, director of product security and strategy for Dominion Voting Systems, written in an op-ed in the Denver Post (12/8, 720K) that his company "creates a durable, voter-verifiable, paper record of the cast votes, which is the official record." In his position, he has been responsible for ensuring that Dominion customers can rely on a partner to help support the delivery of secure, accurate, and transparent elections. Every system Dominion builds "creates a durable, voter-verifiable, paper record of the cast votes, which is the official record. All election systems are subject to rigorous certification standards which include code review, testing, and verification by an independent and accredited voting system test laboratory." Coomer also denies allegations that he said on a phone call he would manipulate election results to help Republican candidates.

**Tide Of Disinformation, Harassment, Threats In Wake Of November Election.** Reuters (12/8, Martina, Heath) reports, "Supporters of Trump in recent weeks have started out election officials' offices" in multiple states, "mounted armed protests" in others, and "recruited telephone waves for election officials." For instance, "Josephine Benson, Michigan's top election official, had just finished hanging Christmas decorations with her young son on Saturday night when a crowd demanding November's presidential election result be reversed gathered outside her home to denounce her as a 'criminal.' This and other incidents constitute a 'squeeze of intimidation, harassment and outright threats in the charged aftermath of the Nov. 3 election in which Republican President Donald Trump lost to Democrat Joe Biden." However, "the threats have not been confined to places where the election result was close."

**Democrats Ask FBI, DHS For Intel On QAnon After Backers Win Elections.** NBC News (12/8, Pappas, 2.97M) reports, "Democrats on Tuesday asked the FBI and DHS for intelligence on QAnon as backers of the fringe conspiracy group are set to join Congress in January." The Democrats' letter is "requesting a written assessment be provided to Congress on any threat posed by the group in general." The letter said, "QAnon conspiracy theories have inspired acts of domestic extremism and violence, sought to undermine democratic institutions, and contributed to hatred in the United States and overseas." The Democrats "requested threat assessments from FBI Director Christopher Wray and top DHS officials." Wray "previously said followers of the group have been driven to acts of violence," but also "said that the FBI would not investigate followers of the movement based solely on their self-described affiliation with QAnon or any other domestic movement such as antifa." The Daily Beast (12/8, Bricker, 1.59M) reports, "The FBI has previously classified QAnon as a possible source of domestic terrorist violence. In 2019, an armed Q believer blocked a bridge near the Hoover Dam with an armored truck, demanding that Trump make a certain Q prediction happen, for instance." In September, Wray said QAnon was "less of an organization and more of a complex set of conspiracy theories." Signing the letter were Schumer, as well as "Sens. Heinrich and Ron Wyden (O-OR), members of the Senate Intelligence Committee, as well as Sen. Gary Peters (D-MI), the top Democrat on the committee overseeing DHS, and Sens. Bernie Sanders (I-VT) and Elizabeth Warren (D-MA)."

**FBI Warns State, Local Police About China Targeting Nationals On US Soil.** Yahoo News (12/8, Winter, Weinberger, 12.8M) reports, "The FBI is warning local law enforcement agencies to beware of cooperating with a Chinese government campaign to coerce U.S. residents to return to China to face criminal charges, according to a counterintelligence bulletin obtained by Yahoo News." The bulletin "comes shortly after reports people, including a former New York Police Department officer, were indicted on charges of acting as illegal agents for Beijing. State and local public safety personnel should be aware that Chinese government officials, such as diplomats and officials with China's primary law enforcement agency, the Ministry of Public Security (MPS), may seek assistance to obtain sensitive US law enforcement or non-public personally identifiable information on individuals of interest, says the Nov. 15 counterintelligence bulletin, which is marked for official use only and was distributed to law enforcement agencies around the country."

**Chinese Professor Boasts Of Operatives At Top Of US "Core Inner Circle."** The New York Post (12/8, Jacobs, 4.57M) reports, "A recently recorded lecture showing a Chinese Communist Party expert explaining how Beijing had "people at the top of America's core inner circle" has found its way onto the internet in the United States after being censored in China." Di Dongsheng, "vice dean of the School of International Relations at Renmin University, in late November...made the
revelation that Beijing had a rarely discussed advantage in working with the US prior to the Trump administration. Why did China and the US used to be able to settle all kinds of issues between 1992 and 2018? Li asked. "I'm going to throw out something maybe a little bit explosive here. It's just because we have people at the top. We have our old friends who are at the top of America's core inner circle of power and influence, the top Chinese political scientist continued."

The Daily Caller (12/8, Krzydlen, 715K) reports, "Fox News host Tucker Carlson shared a video Monday that apparently shows a Communist Chinese official brag about having accommodating friends at the highest levels of America's core inner circle. 'This is as close to a smoking gun as we've ever seen,' Carlson said on the opening segment of 'Tucker Carlson Tonight.' The Daily Caller adds, 'Li claimed that China has been able to influence U.S. policy for decades and 'for the past 30 years, 40 years, we have been utilizing the core power of the United States.' Director of National Intelligence John Ratcliffe also said Thursday that the Chinese government actively attempts to attract allies in Congress as part of a 'massive' campaign to gain influence over the United States.'

Axios: Chinese Agent Looked To Infiltrate US Political Circles. In an "exclusive," Axios (12/7, Allen-EBrahimian, Dobrinski, 521K) reports that Fang Fang, a 'suspected Chinese intelligence operative developed extensive ties with local and national politicians,' including Rep. Eric Swalwell. "In what U.S. officials believe was a political intelligence operation run by China's main civilian spy agency between 2011 and 2015, Axios found in a year-long investigation," Fang, also known as Christine Fang, "targeted up-and-coming local politicians in the Bay Area and across the country who had the potential to make it big on the national stage." While US officials "do not believe Fang received or passed on classified information, the case was a big deal, because there were some really, really sensitive people that were caught up in the intelligence network, a current senior U.S. intelligence official said."

Most other coverage was based on the Axios report. For example, Fox News (12/8, Shaw, 27.59M) reports that Fang 'go so close to a number of politicians' that the FBI "stepped in to disrupt the situation, even going so far as to give a 'deliberative briefing' to Swalwell, a report has found." Business Insider (12/8, Collins, 3.67M) reports that Fang "abruptly left the U.S. in mid-2015 amid an FBI investigation into her activities, and has not returned to the U.S. since. The Justice Department has not filed any charges against her." The New York Post (12/8, Moore, 4.67M) reports that Fang "also helped raise funds for Rep. Tulsi Gabbard (D-Hawaii) in 2013 and volunteered for Democrat Ro Khanna's unsuccessful 2014 House bid."

The Washington Examiner (12/8, Dunleavy, 4.46K) reports that Swalwell's office told Axios that the congressman, "long ago, provided information about this person — whom he met more than eight years ago, and whom he hasn’t seen in nearly six years — to the FBI. To protect information that might be classified, he will not participate in your story."

The San Francisco Chronicle (12/8, Gotthi, 2.56M) reports that Bay Area officials "who rubbed shoulders with Fang told The Chronicle they had only vague memories of the woman in her 20s or 30s who simply stopped showing up to events about five years ago."

The Hill (12/8, Budryk, 2.98M) also runs a report, among others.

Meanwhile, Politico (12/8, Breschelain, 4.29M) reports that Swalwell on Tuesday "suggested the information was leaked to hurt him because of his frequent and loud criticism of President Donald Trump." Swalwell "is concerned that the information was leaked to hurt him politically," Swalwell said. "What it appears though that this person — as the story reports — was unsuccessful in whatever they were trying to do. But if intelligence officials are trying to weaponize someone’s cooperation, they are essentially seeking to do what this person was not able to do, which is to try and discredit someone."

Former Pentagon Contractor Facing Charges Over Sharing Classified Documents, Revenge Plot. The Daily Beast (12/8, Rohlich, Melendez, 1.39M) reports, "A former Pentagon contractor who worked on U.S. missile systems is facing criminal charges for allegedly sharing classified documents in a revenge plot against his employer." James Robert Schweitzer had previously lost his security clearance for smoking legally prescribed pot. Schweitzer "has been charged with malicious mischief and destruction of government property after he allegedly began leaking classified ‘national defense information’ in 2016 regarding U.S. missile sensors." The former Pentagon contractor "sent the classified information to news outlets and even revealed to police his dark fantasy was to cause mass murder." in a two year period.

US Attorney Says DOJ, FBI Will Review Ohio Police Shooting. The AP (12/8, Amrini) reports the office of US Attorney David M. DeVillers "said Tuesday that investigators from the Justice Department and FBI will help review the fatal shooting by an Ohio sheriff's deputy of a black man whose family says that he was holding a sandwich, not a gun, and that he was shot in front of his grandmother and two toddlers while inside his home, not outside it."

The New York Times (12/8, Hauser, 18.61M) reports that the family's lawyers said that Casey Christopher Goodson Jr. "was returning home with Subway sandwiches after a dentist's appointment on Friday when he was shot in his doorway," but a gun "was found at the scene, the
shef's office said, citing the U.S. Marshals Service. Lawyers for Goodson's family said he was licensed to carry a concealed weapon, and that Ohio does not prohibit the open carrying of firearms."

Meanwhile, the Washington Post (12/8, Salcedo, 14:24) reports Goodson was shot by a deputy "looking for an unrelated fugitive." The Columbus Dispatch reports The Post adds Goodson "was shot after refusing to drop the weapon, said Peter Tobin, the U.S. Marshal for the Southern District of Ohio, who called the shooting justified."

The Columbus (Oh) Dispatch (12/8, Bruner, 36:7K) reports "As federal authorities announced Tuesday they are joining Columbus police in the investigation into the death of a 23-year-old Black man who was shot by a sheriff's deputy, many questions continue to go unanswered." US Attorney David DeVillers "announced Tuesday that the FBI, the Civil Rights Division of the Department of Justice and the Columbus Police Critical Incident Response Team will review the facts and circumstances surrounding the shooting death of Casey Goodson Jr. by Franklin County Sheriff's SWAT deputy Jason Meade on Friday afternoon. DeVillers said in a statement that appropriate action will be taken if the evidence indicates any federal civil rights laws were violated." The Columbus "said they would investigate whether or not Meade, a 17-year sheriff's office veteran, was legally justified in the shooting. The FBI and U.S. Attorney's office will investigate whether any federal civil rights laws were broken."

CNN (12/8, Ure, Ross, Levenson, Ellis, 8:16K) reports, "Goodson, 23, was fatally shot on Friday by a 17-year veteran of the Franklin County Sheriff's Office, identified as deputy Jason Meade. Meade was working for the US Marshal's fugitive task force looking for violent offenders at the time, but Goodson was not the person being sought by the task force, Columbus Police said. Goodson had put his keys into his door before he was shot and fell into the kitchen, where his 5-year-old brother and his 72-year-old grandmother saw him lying on the ground with a Subway sandwich, family attorney Sean Walton told CNN." Goodson, an Ohio concealed carry permit holder, was legally armed at the time of the shooting, according to the Columbus Division of Police. Goodson was not alleged to have committed any crimes, has no criminal background and was not the target of any investigation. Walton told CNN.

The Hill (12/8, Folley, 8:04) reports, "Toobin repeatedly claimed the deputy confronted the man not long after the alleged display and the man was ordered to drop the gun after exiting his car. He said the deputy shot the man after he didn't drop the firearm. Lawyers for the man's family say that Goodson was shot while attempting to enter his home after returning from a dentist appointment with food for his family. 'Casey was not a target of that task force and his death is completely unrelated to that investigation,' Law firm Walton + Brown, which is representing Goodson's family, said in a statement over the weekend."

The Hill (12/8, Busker, 3:12) reports, "Meade was part of a team that had just finished a search for violent suspects when he shot Goodson, according to police investigators, which resulted in Goodson's death. Family and activists are calling for justice in the case, saying Goodson was shot in the back three times. Goodson's family described him as a family man and one who had no criminal history." ABC News Network, "GOODSON" Cleveland (12/8, Fraizer), WCMH-1 TV Columbus, OH (12/8, 15K), and WSYX-TV Columbus, OH (12/8, 31K) also report on their websites. NBC Nightly News (12/8, story 7, 0:29, Hol, 6:43) provided similar coverage in a brief broadcast.

**Maryland Man Linked To White Supremacist Group Sentenced To Five Years**

The AP (12/8, Kunzman) reports from College Park, Maryland, "A Maryland man was sentenced on Tuesday to five years in prison after pleading guilty to charges stemming from an FBI undercover investigation of a white supremacist group that espoused using violence to accelerate overthrowing the U.S. government.' William Garfield Billbrough IV was 'an unabashed member of the group, called The Base, and participated in its military-style training camps, a federal prosecutor said. Billbrough, 20, was one of three men arrested in January ahead of a gun rights rally in Richmond, Virginia. Prosecutors have said the two other group members, Brian Mark Lemley Jr. and Patrick Mathews, discussed planning of violence at the Richmond rally Billbrough participated in early discussions about traveling to Richmond but had tried to distance himself from the group shortly before his arrest, a prosecutor has said.' US District Judge Theodore Chuang told Billbrough that his punishment is for his actions, not his extremist ideology."

The Washington Post (12/8, Duggan, 14:28) reports, "Although authorities described the scheme as potential domestic terrorism, there is no federal statute dealing specifically with domestic terrorism. Billbrough, 20, of Maryland, was charged with five felony counts of transporting and harboring an alien, meaning one of his co-defendants, who had entered the country illegally from Canada. The other two men, who are awaiting trials, are charged with weapons offenses. Billbrough, who faced less serious charges than his co-defendants, pleaded guilty to two of the five counts against him in a deal with prosecutors. The Post adds, 'Both sides in the case agreed that a five-year prison term would be appropriate, and' Judge Chuang "imposed the sentence immediately after Billbrough entered his plea." The FBI, 'which surveilled and worked with him on the three men before the Jan. 20 rally, described them as belonging to a group called the Base, which encourages violence against African Americans and Jews and organizes military-style training.'"
New Evidence In Kentucky Police Shooting Case Shows Officer’s First Exchange With Victim.

WAVE-TV Louisville, KY (12/6, Martinez, 34K) reports from Louisville, Kentucky, “Dozens of pieces of evidence have been filed in the case against former LMPD Det. Brett Hankison. Images, documents and videos are part of a discovery file in the criminal case against the former narcotics detective.” Hankison was charged with three counts of wanton endangerment for firing his weapon into the apartment next to Breonna Taylor’s during an LMPD raid on her apartment in March. Taylor was killed, but neither Hankison nor the other two officers were charged in her death. Hankison has pleaded not guilty.” WAVE-TV adds, “The discovery file includes ambulance response records, crime scene photos and videos, the shooting trajectory report, FBI lab reports and an interview of Hankison conducted by the FBI.”

Former San Francisco Utilities Official Make Court Appearance On Fraud Charges. The San Francisco Examiner (12/6, Barba, 439K) reports, “The former head of the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission, Harry Kelly, made his first appearance in federal court Tuesday morning after being charged with fraud as part of the FBI investigation into corruption at City Hall.” Kelly “appeared virtually alongside his attorney, Brian Gatz, but did not enter a plea to the fraud charge for allegedly selling insider information about a government contract for a paid family vacation to China.” Prosecutors revealed during the hearing that federal authorities found a substance that tested positive for cocaine while searching Kelly’s home. The FBI searched his residence in the Inner Sunset last Monday. “During the search of Mr. Kelly’s home, we found a substance that tested presumptively positive for cocaine,” Assistant U.S. Attorney Robin Harris told U.S. Magistrate Judge Laurel Beeler.

The San Francisco Chronicle (12/6, Cassidy, 2,874K) reports, “Kelly must surrender his passport, rid himself of any firearms and not use alcohol in excess while he is out on bail and awaiting trial on a federal charge of wire fraud. Those standard conditions, ordered by Magistrate Judge Laurel Beeler Tuesday after setting bond at $250,000, also came with an additional stipulation for Kelly to undergo drug testing after prosecutors said a substance that appeared to be cocaine was found in his home.” Judge Beeler initially questioned whether she should order drug testing, given the safety risks associated with the pandemic, and said she didn’t want to impose it without cause. Assistant U.S. Attorney Robin Harris explained what prompted the request for drug testing. “In a search of Mr. Kelly’s home, we found a substance that tested presumptively positive for cocaine,” Harris told Beeler, who ultimately agreed to order testing.

Former Choctaw Tribal Council Member Pleads Guilty To Wire Fraud. The AP (12/6) reports from Jackson, Mississippi, “A former elected official for the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians has pleaded guilty to federal wire fraud.” Randy Lamar Anderson, 46, of Conehatta, Mississippi, forged hotel bills and receipts and submitted them to the tribal government for reimbursement between August 2016 and November 2018. U.S. Attorney Mike Hurst and the head of the FBI in Mississippi, Michelle A. Sulphin, said in a news release Monday, Anderson was a member of the Tribal Council but did not seek reelection after a federal grand jury indicted him in February 2019. He entered the guilty plea Thursday before U.S. District Judge Daniel P. Jordan III.

Questions Raised About Cincinnati Corruption Probe. WCPO-TV Cincinnati (12/6, Monk, 1,989K) reports from Cincinnati, “Federal law enforcement officials described developer Chinedum Ndukwe in heroic terms during two November press conferences, heralding his role as an informant key to their corruption investigations against two members of Cincinnati City Council. ‘Mr. Ndukwe showed moral courage by coming forward,’ said Chris Hoffman, special agent in charge of Cincinnati’s FBI office. ‘I’m hoping that others will draw on his courage and will refer these types of cases to the FBI,’ but ‘some attorneys and politicians are now raising questions about Ndukwe’s involvement in the case. After an iTeam investigation showed Ndukwe was chasing more than one City Hall deal while he helped the FBI gather evidence against Republican Jeff Pastor and Democrat P.G. Sittenfield for bribery indictments.”

Russia Suspected In FireEye Hacking. The AP (12/6, Bajwa, O’Brien) reports that “U.S. cybersecurity firm FireEye said Tuesday that foreign government hackers with ‘world-class capabilities’ broke into its network and stole offensive tools it uses to probe the defenses of its thousands of customers, who include federal, state and local governments.” FireEye CEO Kevin Mandia said the attackers “primarily sought information related to certain government customers,” without naming the clients. The AP says that while FireEye did not indicate who was responsible, “many in the cybersecurity community suspect Russia,” and Mandia “said he had concluded ‘a nation with top-tier offensive capabilities’ was behind the attack.” FireEye “said it is investigating the attack in coordination with the FBI and partners including Microsoft.”

Reuters (12/6, Bing, Mann) says the hack “is among the most significant breaches in recent memory,” though “there is no evidence yet that FireEye’s hacking tools have been used or that client data was exfiltrated.” The FBI’s Assistant Director for the Cyber Division Matt Gorham said, “The FBI is investigating the incident and preliminary indications show an actor with a high
level of sophistication consistent with a nation state. Reuters says that both the NSA and CIA have been burned this way in the past decade, with Russia a key suspect.

The New York Times (12/8, Sanger, Paoliolo, 18.6M) reports that FireEye "said hackers used 'novel techniques' to make off with its own 'tool kit, which could be useful in mounting new attacks around the world,' but 'declined to say explicitly who was responsible.' However, The Times says the company's description, and the fact that the FBI has turned the case over to its Russia specialists, left little doubt who the lead suspects were." The Times adds the incident "raises the possibility that Russian intelligence agencies saw an advantage in mounting the attack while American attention — including FireEye's — was focused on securing the presidential election system.

The Washington Post (12/8, Nakashima, Marks, 14.2M) reports FireEye "went public with the incident to ensure that its 9,600-plus customers and the cybersecurity industry were aware and can take steps to ensure that they won't be breached with the stolen tools," and "the firm has developed more than 300 countermeasures for its customers to help safeguard them from attack."

Bloomberg (12/8, Sabinis, 4.72M) reports, "FireEye is investigating the attack with the FBI and Microsoft, and is also publishing information that can help neutralize the tools that were stolen." FBI Cyber Division Assistant Director Matt Gorham "said preliminary indications show an actor with a high level of sophistication consistent with a nation state." The incident has similarities to an NSA breach, "when hackers stole U.S. cyberweapons and a mysterious group known as the 'Shadow Brokers' published them online starting in 2016."

CNN (12/8, Fung, 83.16M) reports, "Mike Chapple, a cybersecurity expert at the University of Notre Dame, and a former National Security Agency official, called the FireEye breach an 'extraordinarily significant attack.'"

Also reporting are the Wall Street Journal (12/8, Volz, Subscription Publication, 7.57M), Agence (12/8, Knutson, 521K), German (12/8, Provanzano, 2.7M), Business Insider (12/8, Holmes, 3.76M), TechCrunch (12/8, Whitaker, 685K), the Leveragist (UK) (12/8, Dodds, Murphy, 958K), BBC News (12/8, Collier, Dillan, 6.14M), and CNN (12/8, Fung, 83.16M).

Canadian Border Official Says FBI Was "Persistent" About Getting Info On Huawei CFO's Extradition Case. Reuters (12/8, Berman) reports that the FBI "was very persistent" in seeking information from border agents about Huawei CFO Meng Wanzhou's arrest two years ago, a Canadian border official told in court on Tuesday. Canadian border agent Nicole Goodman "told the court that an Ottawa-based legal attaché for the FBI reached out repeatedly asking for Meng's travel history in Canada and other private information after she was taken into custody by the Canadian federal police on a U.S. warrant for bank fraud. "The Canada Border Services Agency chief was 'charge of agents investigating Meng the day she was detained." She told the court she did not have the authority to share the requested information and was concerned that someone else within the CBSA who was not familiar with the case might share the information without authorization."

FBI Expands Use Of FirstNet, Names AT&T For Mobility Services. NextGov (12/8, Vincent) reports, "FBI personnel will shift from using Verizon wireless capabilities to those from AT&T-built FirstNet, through a recently secured, roughly $92 million contract that will also extend the platform's reach across the Justice Department's broader user-base." NextGov adds, "The agreement for services spanning both day-to-day and emergency functions marks FirstNet's largest commitment from a law enforcement or public safety agency—and follows a recent ruling by the Government Accountability Office to settle a dispute connected to the procurement. " According to NextGov, "Created by AT&T in public-private partnership with the First Responder Network Authority, FirstNet is a high-speed broadband communications platform that offers first responders around the country nonstop priority and preemption across voice and data. As of late September, more than 14,000 public safety agencies and organizations subscribed to FirstNet."

Government Computer News (12/8, Rockwell) reports, "Several Justice Department agencies already use FirstNet, including the Antitrust Division, the Drug Enforcement Administration, the U.S. Attorneys, the U.S. Marshals Service and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives. Those agencies can expand their usage through the new contract, said the company. The DOJ signed a $1 billion contract with AT&T under the GSA's $90 billion Enterprise Infrastructure Solutions next-generation telecommunications contract in July 2019. That contract included DOJ agencies' use of FirstNet, but didn't cover
the FBI. GCN adds, "The FBI contract's path reflects the rivalry between AT&T and Verizon, which have competed for years in the public safety and emergency responder wireless communications market."

Government Technology (12/8, 2K) reports, "AT&T Vice President of Public Safety Stacy Schwartz told NACo's Urgent Communications that the FBI has been using FirstNet already in some capacity, but the new five-year agreement will move the remainder of its enterprise from Verizon to FirstNet starting in 2021." Security (12/8, 54K) also reports.

Supreme Court Rejects Effort To Reverse Pennsylvania Election Results. Moran O'Donnell said on the CBS Evening News (12/8, story 3, 0.39, 4.76M), "President Trump's last-ditch effort to stay in office was dealt a decisive blow tonight by the Supreme Court. The court denied a bid to overturn election results in Pennsylvania." On ABC World News Tonight (12/8, story 4, 115, Mar, 7.76M), Terry Moran said, "This was brutal... It took the Supreme Court just 34 minutes between the time that President Trump's allies in Pennsylvania filed their brief in this case and a unanimous order from the Supreme Court rejecting that entire case. No reasoning, just, 'No, get out of here.' And there were no recorded dissent by any of the justices, including Amy Coney Barrett and Neil Gorsuch and Brett Kavanaugh, all of whom were appointed by President Trump. There's no doubt that this is a clear message from the Supreme Court that they want no part of this campaign in the courts to overturn the election."

The New York Times (12/8, Liptak, 18.61M) similarly says the "order was all of one sentence, and there were no noted dissents. But it was nonetheless a major setback for Mr. Trump and his allies, who have compiled an essentially unbroken losing streak in courts around the nation... The court now has three justices 'appointed' by Trump, but there "was no indication" that the Trump appointees "were inclined to embrace last-minute arguments based on legal theories that election law scholars said ranged from the merely frivolous to the truly outlandish."

The AP (12/8) says the court's "decision not to intervene came in a lawsuit led by" Rep. Mike Kelly (R-PA) "and GOP congressional candidate and Trump favorite Sean Parnell." USA Today (12/8, Wolf, 10.31M) says the challengers "claimed that the Republican-led state legislature's expansion of absentee voting violated the Pennsylvania Constitution. Rather than going to court after its passage, however, they waited until the state figured prominently in Trump's loss to Biden last month." [12/8, Gauthier, Mentzelopoulos, Cheney, 4.29M] reports, "Critics said the request for the Supreme Court to take up the case was ill-founded because the justices do not typically step in to enforce state law provisions. They also faulted Kelly for seeking more than a year, and until after the hard-fought election was complete — to raise the legal challenge."

The Washington Post (12/8, Barnes, 14.2M) says the lawsuit "was part of a blizzard of litigation and personal interventions that Trump and his lawyers have waged to overturn victories by Biden in a handful of key states Tuesday afternoon, just before the court's order was released. Trump once again boasted that he had defeated Biden, and pleaded for help. "The President said, 'Now, let's see whether or not somebody has the courage, whether it's a legislator or legislatures, or whether it's a justice of the Supreme Court, or a number of justices of the Supreme Court — let's see if they have the courage to do what everybody in this country knows is right.'"

The Philadelphia Inquirer (12/8, Roebuck, 347K) reports the ruling "came more than a week after Pennsylvania certified its results, declaring Biden the victor in the state by more than 81,000 votes, and just hours before the federal deadline for states to lock in their slate of delegates for the Dec. 14 Electoral College vote." The Pittsburgh Tribune-Review (12/8, Ward, 386K) reports the order "came several hours after attorneys for Pennsylvania's election officials told the court that granting the injunction would "sow chaos and confusion" across the nation."

Axios (12/8, Rummell, 521K) reports, "Tuesday also marks the 'safe harbor' deadline for states to count electoral votes, meaning Trump's legal challenges are now effectively dead."

Asked about the Pennsylvania case on Fox News Sunday morning (12/8), White House Deputy Press Secretary Brian Morgenstern said, "The President's policy all along is that he wants fair and fair elections. That's why he's had our Administration with election security as a priority, that's why he's prioritized constitutional judges to make sure that the backdoor of our democracy, the rule of law, and the United States Constitution really rules the day."

Earlier Tuesday, the Philadelphia Inquirer (12/8, Tarran, 347K) reports, Sam Pal Toomey (R-PA) said of the Trump Supreme Court effort, "It's completely unacceptable and it's not going to work and the President should give up trying to get legislatures to overturn the results of the elections in their respective states." Reuters (12/8, Hurley), Bloomberg (12/8, 4.73M), the Wall Street Journal (12/8, Kendall, Subscription Publication, 7.57M), the New York Daily News (12/8, Sommerfeld, 2.52M), The Hill (12/8, Kruegel, 2.8M), Roll Call (12/8, Fugger, 154K), and the CNN (12/8, 83.16M) and Fox News (12/8, DeMarche, 27.59M) websites also have reports.

Texas AG Asks SCOTUS To Throw Out Results In Four Other States. Reuters (12/8, Brico) reports Texas Attorney General Ken Paxton (R) is asking the Supreme Court "to throw out the voting results" in Georgia, Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin in what Reuters calls a "long-shot legal gambit intended to help" Trump. The New York Times (12/8, Liptak, 18.61M)
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution (12/6, 895K) reports the suit "acuses Georgia election officials of illegally changing rules for voter signature verification and early opening of absentee ballot envelopes." A spokesperson for Georgia Attorney General Chris Carr (R) said, "With all due respect, the Texas Attorney General is constitutionally, legally and factually wrong about Georgia." Democratic (12/6, 4.73M), the Atlanta Journal-Constitution (12/6, Subscription Publication, 343K), and the Fox News (12/6, 304K) website also report.

Senate GOP Leaders Reject Resolution On Inauguration Preparations. CNN (12/6, Raju, Diaz, 83.16M) reports on its website, "Congressional Republican leaders rejected a resolution that asserted that Joe Biden will be inaugurated next month in the latest effort by the Hill GOP to refuse to accept the election results." The rejection "came Tuesday in a private meeting" after House Majority Leader Hoyer "offered a motion to affirm that it is preparing for the inauguration of Biden and Sen. Kamala Harris (D-CA)." Senate Majority Leader McConnell, House Minority Leader McCarthy, and Senate Rules Chairman Roy Blunt voted to block the motion, "effectively preventing the inaugural committee from publicly accepting that the upcoming inauguration will be for Biden."

Edition (12/6, Ferris, Gayle, Zanana, 4.25M) reports, "The Democratic measure sought to notify the American people that Congress is preparing for the inauguration of Biden and Harris. In coordination with health experts, as we observe this transition of power." Roll Call (12/6, Tully, McManus, McPherson, 194K) reports House Speaker Pelosi, Hoyer, and Senate Rules Committee ranking member Sen. Amy Klobuchar (D-MN) voted in favor of the motion. In related news, Edition (12/6, 4.25M) reports Rep. Alex Mooney (R-WV), "a member of the hard-line House Freedom Caucus," on Tuesday introduced a resolution "to formally condemn any lawmakers who call on Donald Trump to concede ‘prematurely’ from the presidential race despite having lost.”

Media Analysis: Trump’s Rhetoric Echoed By Republicans At State And Local Levels. The AE (12/6, Merchant, Bethmann) says in an analysis that Trump’s “campaign to subvert the will of voters and reverse his reelection loss is taking hold among state and local Republicans.” In recent weeks, “dozens of state lawmakers, elected officials and party leaders have endorsed and advanced Trump’s false claims, and in some cases called for undemocratic actions to reverse results.” None of the moves have had an impact on the election results.” The New York Times (12/6, Corasaniti, Rutenberg, Gray, 16.61M) similarly says in an analysis that despite “a key deadline passing Tuesday that all but ends his legal challenges to the election,” Trump's rhetoric is accelerating among his most fervent allies.

The Arizona Republic (12/6, 960K) reports, "The Arizona Republican Party has asked its followers if they are willing to die for the cause of overturning the presidential election results.” On Monday night, the party's Twitter account "shared a post from Mike Boland, a supporter with an organization called ‘Stop the Steal’ that has protested election results. ‘I am willing to give my life for this fight,’ Alexander wrote. When sharing his comment, the GOP asked followers: ‘He is. Are you?’” The New York Times (12/6, Romano, 16.61M) says the party "publicly urged people to fight to the death to overturn the election” as it faces an “open conflict” internally between Trump loyalists intent on overturning the state’s election results" and others.

Miami Herald Analysis: Trump Likely To Move To Florida As Nation’s Most Powerful Republican.” The Miami Herald (12/6, 1.00M) writes that as Trump’s “last ditch efforts to overturn the results of the 2020 election fall, his actions and words are increasingly pointing to one likelihood: When his presidency ends, Trump will return to South Florida and remain a force in Republican politics.” Trump "is giving every indication that when he leaves the White House next month, he will decamp to Mar-a-Lago" and "remain the most powerful Republican in the US.”
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, December 30, 2020 12:54 PM 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Froese
Sent
Te:
Ce:
Subject:
b6 -1
b7A -1
b7C -1
b7E -1,2,3,5,9

Disregard. Looks like names got crossed in the email.

On Dec 30, 2020 12:53 PM [ ] wrote

As discussed, the PGC in WFO H... If you reach our

directly, it would be helpful to join, but I can catch up with after wards for a read out as well.
Thanks,

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: 
Date: Dec 30, 2020 10:12 AM
Subject: 
To: 
Cc: 

Thanks for the clarification. Good to know and look forward to hearing from you later.

Thanks

SA
Task Force Officer
FBI/NMT
{0 Temporary}

***************
U.S. Capital Police
Investigations Division
{0}

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, December 30, 2020 10:05 AM 
To: 
Cc: 

b6 -1
b7C -1
b7E -3,5
Subject: RE

Thanks

I'll get with SSA on this.

Best.

PLETT

From:
Sent: Wednesday, December 30, 2020 9:02 AM
To: [Redacted]

Subject: RE

Good Morning

To follow up on what we discussed yesterday below is the body of the Holyo I want to pass to my executives and push out to all offices regarding [Redacted]

BCLO Information below
Good talking with you.

As we discussed, I will get back to you with more details on our subject’s possible travel to Washington next week. I hope to have more information later today.

Best,

SA
FBI

O
C
From: 
Rant: 
Fo: 
Subject 
  
b6 -1 
b7A -1 
b7c -1 
b7E -1,2,5,9 
  
res worsted Kepe winds GPa weed, 
  ...      
Premporsry! 
MAMVAM RE SH hgh ose ae 
thst 
faye st 
taf Poline 
ipatioris Rivisher   
FBI(2.1-cv-572)-259

No worry, Hope you are well.

On Dec 30, 2020 12:54 PM, 

Disregard. Looks like names got crossed in the email.

On Dec 30, 2020 12:53 PM, 

As discussed, the POC in WQO is If you reach out

whether it would be helpful to join, but I can catch up with afterwards for a read out as well.

Thanks.

----- Forwarded message ------
From: 
Date: Dec 30, 2020 10:23 AM 
Subject: RE 
To: 
Cc: 

Thanks for the clarification. Good to know and look forward to hearing from you later.

Thanks

Sr.
Task Force Officer
FBI/NIJT
(O) Temporary

US Capitol Police
Investigations Division

FBI(21-cv-572)-259
From: [Redacted]
Sent: Wednesday, December 30, 2020 10:08 AM
To: [Redacted]
Cc: [Redacted]

Subject: Re: [Redacted]

b6 -1, 3
b7A -1
b7C -1, 3
b7E -1, 2, 3, 5, 9

Thanks,

I'll get with SSA on this.

Best,

[Redacted]

From: [Redacted]
Sent: Wednesday, December 30, 2020 9:02 AM
To: [Redacted]
Cc: [Redacted]

Subject: Re: [Redacted]

Good Morning

To follow up on what we discussed yesterday below is the body of the Boto I want to pass to my executives and push out to all officers regarding [Redacted]

b6 -3
b7A -1
b7C -3
b7E -1, 2, 10

b6 -3
b7A -1
b7C -3
b7E -1, 2, 10

FBI(21-cv-572)-260
BGLG information below

<< OLE Object: Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) >>

Good talking with you.

As we discussed, I will get back to you with more detail on our subject's possible travel to Washington next week. I hope to have more information later today.

Best,

SA
FBI/HRTF
O:
C:
You too. Happy holidays to you and the family.

On Dec 30, 2020 12:54 PM, wrote:
No worries, Hope you are well.

On Dec 30, 2020 12:54 PM, wrote:

Disregard. Looks like names got crossed in the email.

On Dec 30, 2020 12:53 PM, wrote:

As discussed, the POC in WHO is

------------------ In your reach out directly, it would be helpful to join, but I can catch up with afterwards for a read out as well.

Thanks

---------- Forwarded message ----------

From: 
Date: Dec 30, 2020 10:12 AM
Subject: 
To: 

Thanks for the clarification. Good to know and look forward to hearing from you later.

Thanks

SA
Task Force Officer
FBI/HRTY
[T] (Temporary)

************

U.S. Capitol Police
Investigations Division

[O]

FBI(21-cv-572)-262
From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: RE

Sent: Wednesday, December 20, 2020 1:00 AM

Good Morning,

To follow up on what we discussed yesterday below is the body of the letter I want to pass to my executives and push to all of officers regarding...

From what I understand...
Good talking with you.

As we discussed, I will get back to you with more details on our subject's possible travel to Washington next week. I hope to have more information later today.

Best,

[Signature]
The below message is sent on behalf of Assistant Director Larrisa L. Knapp, Security Division.

Regarding: First Amendment Demonstrations in the District of Columbia on Tuesday, January 5, 2021 through Wednesday, January 6, 2021.

Details: Due to planned First Amendment Demonstrations in the District of Columbia this week, numerous roads may be closed in the vicinity of FBI Headquarters, WFO, and other FBI facilities, beginning Tuesday (1/5/21) through Wednesday (1/6/21).

A SIOC message earlier today, 1/4/21 at 0856 hours, provided detailed street closures and parking restrictions this week (see map of potential road closures provided below). Employees should be aware of the road closures affecting their commutes, follow the guidance of officers directing traffic, and allow extra time to arrive to their destinations. If safe to do so, vehicles will be allowed to enter the restricted areas if individuals are on essential business or traveling to/from their residence.

Supervisors within the National Capital Region should promote maximum remote work during this time as appropriate.

There is a potential for groups with competing agendas to conduct demonstrations near FBI facilities. The closest known assembly point is Freedom Plaza located four blocks from FBIHQ. At the moment, the FBI is not aware of any credible, violent or criminal threat against FBI personnel or its facilities. No changes are planned for access into FBIHQ/CH. The FBI Police will maintain a heightened security posture and advise of any changes to access into FBIHQ/CH.

The Security Division requests any information concerning traffic or safety in the vicinity of FBIHQ be reported to the Security Operations Center.
First Amendment Activity  Restricted Vehicular Traffic

Tuesday, January 5, 2021 at 12:01 a.m. through Wednesday, January 6, 2021 at 11:59 p.m.

Loretta Knopp
AB Sec/ID
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: Feed the subject

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: 
Date: Jan 5, 2021 5:23 PM 
Subject: 
To: 
Cc: 

b6 -1,2,3
b7C -1,2,3
b7D -1
b7E -1,2,3,5
Gentlemen, good morning!

Just calling to see if any investigative actions were planned, but do you have any additional info on these individuals? As long as the CP is up and running, we will likely follow up regardless.

FYI, I'm home today until told to come in and support the CP.

Thanks.

SSA

[Call]
[Desk]
By now, you all are aware of the violence occurring in Washington DC at the Capitol. This is the only request currently pending for assets to assist with the events in WDC. If there are additional requests or we will keep you informed.

Special Agent in Charge
FBI Division
Date:
Initial:
6 January 1730 hours:
Two CRA subjects in or heading to DC.

- Video from 1600.

FBI(21-cv-572)-280
On Jan 6, 2021 7:39 PM, wrote:

Thank you for your work on this. I will pass info to WFC for awareness.

On Jan 6, 2021 7:33 PM, wrote:

(update)

On Jan 6, 2021 4:47 PM, wrote:

Good evening.
Thanks for staying on this.

On Jan 6, 2021 7:12 PM, wrote:

Thanks, appreciate all your work on this. I will pass info to WF3 for awareness.

On Jan 6, 2021 7:39 PM, wrote:

Good evening.

On Jan 6, 2021 7:47 PM, wrote:

update:

On Jan 6, 2021 7:33 PM, wrote:

update:
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 7:16 PM 
To: 

Subject: Potate 

Copy all. Nice work.

On Jan 6, 2021 7:55 PM, wrote:
Thanks for staying on this.

On Jan 6, 2021 7:42 PM, wrote:

On Jan 6, 2021 7:39 PM, wrote:

Thanks. Appreciate all your work on this. I will pass info to WFC for awareness.

On Jan 6, 2021 7:23 PM, wrote:

On Jan 6, 2021 4:47 PM, wrote:

Good evening.
No problem at all. We have put a lot of time into this guy.  

On Jan 6, 2021 7:55 PM, wrote:
Thanks for staying on this.

On Jan 6, 2021 7:47 PM, wrote:
Update:

On Jan 6, 2021 7:39 PM, wrote:
Thanks. Appreciate all your work on this. I will pass info to WFO for awareness.

On Jan 6, 2021 4:47 PM, wrote:
Good evening.
That's great insight. I appreciate you highlighting that for me. Hopefully, he comes to the conclusion that he's missed his chance.

Regards,

On Jan 6, 2021 7:42 PM, <name> wrote:

On Jan 6, 2021 7:50 PM, <name> wrote:

On Jan 6, 2021 7:53 PM, <name> wrote:

On Jan 6, 2021 7:55 PM, <name> wrote:

On Jan 6, 2021 8:07 PM, <name> wrote:

Good evening.
From: [Redacted]
Sent: [Redacted]
To: [Redacted]

Subject: Sentinel Crisis File Guidance

Good evening PLES.

Please continue to coordinate credible threats as appropriate.

Additionally, please see below Time Sensitive Information Need (TSIN).

(U) Executive Summary/Background

(U) Executive Summary
Details

On January 6, 2021, demonstrators who had taken part in the "Stop the Steal" rally forcibly entered the US Capitol during a joint session of Congress held to certify Electoral College results from the November 2020 Presidential Election.

The following information needs are directed to all FBI Field Offices:

Potential criminal activity exhibited by certain members of a group(s) referenced herein does not negate nor is it a comment on the constitutional rights of the group itself or its members to exercise their rights under the First Amendment. The FBI does not investigate, collect, or maintain information on U.S. persons solely for the purpose of monitoring activities protected by the First Amendment.
From:  
Sent:  Monday, January 04, 2021 3:47 PM  
To:  
Cc:  
Subject:  Sentinel Serial: [redacted] pdf --- UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO  
Sentinel Case ID:  NON-RECORD  

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

The following document has been forwarded to you:

Title: [redacted] pdf

Synopsis: [redacted]

Link to Document:  

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
The following document has been forwarded to you:

Title: (U) [redacted]

Synopsis: (U) [redacted]

Link to Document [redacted]

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

The following document has been forwarded to you:

Title: (U) [redacted]

Synopsis: (U) [redacted]

Link to Document [redacted]

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
The following document has been forwarded to you:

Title: (U)

Subject: RE: Sentinel Serial: (U)
From: | | Sent: Monday, January 04, 2021 3:47 PM
To: | |
Subject: Sentinel Serial [U] .... UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Sorry to push this up so quickly, but we have some additional information.
The following document has been forwarded to you.

Title: [ ]

Synopsis: [ ]

Link to Document: [ ]
Hi, I'm not advocating for investigative action, ... I just know that once I disseminate this up here those questions will be asked.

Thanks,

From:        
Sent:        Tuesday, January 5, 2021 10:37 AM
To:          
Subject:     RC Sentinel Serial: [Redacted] pdf --- UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Sorry to push this up personally, but we have some additional information.
From:
Sent: Wednesday, January 06, 2021 4:55 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: Current Events
Importance: High

Sending on behalf of

V/R
Good Evening,

I owe y'all my New Year's message -- sorry -- been a little crazy!

Stay safe out there.

Regards,

[Signature]

Federal Bureau of Investigation

[Cellular]
From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: WDC status

 Might:  

By now, you all are aware of the violence occurring in Washington DC at the Capital. This is the only request currently pending for assets to assist with the events in WDC. If there are additional requests of we will keep you informed.

Special Agent in Charge

FBI Division

Desk: 

Mobile: 
Copy. I'd guess you are going based on what I am seeing on TV. Stay safe if you do.

From:
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 8:48 PM
To:
Subject: RE: Capitol Protest

Respectfully,
By now, you all are aware of the violence occurring in Washington D.C. at the Capitol. This is the only request currently pending for assets to assist with the events in WDC. If there are additional requests of we will keep you informed.

Special Agent in Charge
FBI
Brown
Desk:
Mobile:

Fran:
Sent:
Fa:
Suebjext:

WUC status

FBI(21-cv-572)-310
Subject: Accepted: Availability for Immediate DC Deployment
From: bIE -5,8
Sent: |
To: |
Subject: Fwd: DC Rally Point

-------- Forwarded message --------
From: 
Date: 
Subject: DC
To: 
Cc: 
Guys,
Thanks for your quick response!

-
From: BIE-S
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: Fwd: Hotel Rooms - DC unrest

On | | wrote: be -1 

Current hotel info below. Right now we have get individual rooms double up. Working on getting individual rooms but head there now.

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: 
Date: 
Subject: Hotel Rooms - DC unrest 
To: 
Cc: 

Thanks guys!

On | | wrote: 

has locked on hotel rooms at the The rooms were reserved and are locked in for however can check out early as required. Please let me know if you all need any additional support over the coming days. I will send confirmation details to directly.

SSA
By now, you all are aware of the violence occurring in Washington DC at the Capitol. This is the only request currently pending for assets to assist with the events in WDC. If there are additional requests of we will keep you informed.

Special Agent in Charge
FBI Division
Desk: 
Mobile:
Good evening, subjects are not traveling therefore everyone can stand down. Thank you and have a great evening.

On wrote:
Please keep your phones on you this evening. Potential call out this evening or early am.

Thank you,
Lord, I'm Myers Security Person

Thank you for working it out. We're going to have your in the 

Special Agent Int. Imp. 

Thank you. 

Thank you also for your prompt response. 

I have included a new invitation with 

Reply | Reply all | Forward
IMMEDIATE Context:

We should be getting further information from you.

Tasks:

1. [Task 1]
2. [Task 2]
3. [Task 3]
I have [ ] Let me see if others reply.

SSR: [ ]

FBI: Division

Office: [ ]

Mobile: [ ]

Or: [ ] wrote.

I can do it if needed. I have a 10cm with [ ] you the box.
Thank you to those who readily stepped up. We should be getting further info by email shortly. Thanks.
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: Capitol Protests

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Respectfully,
Respectfully,

[Signature]

FBI(21-cv-572)-327
Subject: CRA/LRA Subject Update

On [Redacted] wrote:
Roger thx

SA
WFO DT

On [Redacted] wrote:
Gents.

SSRA
Resident Agencies
Desk
Cell:
Email
Current hotel info below. Right now we have [ ] get individual rooms. [ ] double up. Working on getting individual rooms but head there now.

--- Forwarded message ---

From: [ ]  
Date: [ ]  
Subject: [ ] Hotel Rooms - DC unrest  
To: [ ]  
Cc: [ ]  

Thanks guys!

[ ] has locked on [ ] hotel rooms at the [ ] and are locked in for [ ] however [ ] can check out early as required. Please let me know if you all need any additional support over the coming days. I will send confirmation details to [ ] directly.

SSA [ ]
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: Fwd: WFO response

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: 
Date: 
Subject: WFO response
To: 
Cc: 
Gents

Thanks for responding. You

Thanks

----------
Gents,

Inauguration Mission Change

Respectfully,
Chow is hard to find. Eat where you can. Still no hotel. They want us downtown.
By now, you are all aware of the violence occurring in Washington DC at the Capitol. This is the only request currently pending for assets to assist with the events in WDC. If there are additional requests, we will keep you informed.
Frost
Sert: Monday, Dec
To: SUPERVISORS
Subject: UNCLASSIFIED

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED

See below. FYSA

From: 
Sent: Monday, December 28, 2020 7:04 PM 
To: 
Subject: UNCLASSIFIED

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED

Good afternoon,

For any question, please reach out to SA.

Please forward to users.

Information and Technology Branch

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Just passing along in case you did not get it.

FYSA

--------- Forwarded message ---------

Date: Mon, Jan 4, 2021 at 10:33 AM
Subject: Fwd: Information that needs follow up

Good Morning, and Happy New Year!
Good afternoon all,

Happy new years' everyone!

Thank you all!
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED

Got it

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
From: | b7E -3,5
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 4:13 PM
To: | b7E -3,5
Subject: FW: SIOC NOTIFICATION: SECURITY POSTURE IN WASHINGTON D.C METRO

Hopefully everyone gets out safely.

On Jan 6, 2021 3:35 PM, wrote:

Seems calm... for the moment. Capitol is far enough from JEH I suppose

From: | b7E -3,5
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 3:24 PM
To: HQ:ALL-USERS
Cc: | b7E -3,5
Subject: SIOC NOTIFICATION: SECURITY POSTURE IN WASHINGTON D.C METRO
Importance: High

UNCLASSIFIED/FOUR-O
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
STRATEGIC INFORMATION
& OPERATIONS CENTER
SIOC NOTIFICATION

SYNOPSIS: The following message is being sent on behalf of the FBI Police:

SOURCE OF INFORMATION: FBI Police, Colonel Scott Groux

DETAILS: FBI HQ and WFO are secure. However, the security situation in the DC Metro area is volatile and fluid. FBI employees in the downtown DC area should exercise caution and maintain situational awareness when entering or leaving FBI facilities or when traveling in the downtown DC area. Due to the pending 6 p.m. curfew being imposed by the Mayor of Washington DC, employees are advised to verify modes of transportation prior to leaving the safety of FBI facilities or departing for their work assignments.

Strategic Information & Operations Center
Emergency Action Specialist: Watch Commander: SSA

This message and any attachments are for situational awareness and may be confidential and/or legally privileged. If you received this in error, please delete, do not disseminate further, and notify SIOC immediately.

UNCLASSIFIED/FOUR-O
The news was reporting that DOJ had the lead on this op.

On Jan 6, 2021 4:59 PM, [Name] wrote:

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: [Name]
Date: Jan 6, 2021 19:57
Subject: SIOC NOTIFICATION: SECURITY POSTURE IN WASHINGTON D.C METRO
To: HQ-ALL-USERS
Cc: 

UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
STRATEGIC INFORMATION & OPERATIONS CENTER
SIOC NOTIFICATION

SYNOPSIS: [Blank]

SOURCE OF INFORMATION: SIOC

DETAILS: [Blank]

This message and any attachments are for situational awareness and may be confidential and/or legally privileged. If you received this in error, please delete, do not disseminate further, and notify SIOC immediately.
Sent: Monday, January 04, 2021 7:22 AM
To: ee
Subject: RE: Lobby Day 2021 --- UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

---

Sent: Monday, January 04, 2021 7:20 AM
To: ee
Subject: RE: Lobby Day 2021 --- UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

---

From: Sent: Thursday December 31, 2020 3:18 AM
To: ee
Subject: Lobby Day 2021 --- UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

---

Thanks for the update. See attached.

Thanks,

Gentlemen,
I have other notes, and can provide a full debrief on what info has been shared by [ ] if you'd like, but I didn't want to bog down this email. Let me know if you have any questions.
Welcome back!

Thanks for the update - see attached.

Thanks,
Subject: Lobby Gay 2021 — UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

===========================================
TRANSCRIPT RECORD

Gentlemen,

I have other notes, and can provide a full debrief on what info has been shared by you'd like, but I didn't want to bog down this email. Let me know if you have any questions.

IA
PB
Desk
Memo

===========================================
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

===========================================
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

===========================================
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
I've asked our folks to start looking into this. We can follow up Monday upon both of our returns.

See below, thanks!

Good afternoon all,
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From:  
Sent:  Wednesday, January 6, 2021 5:49 PM  
To:  
Subject:  CRA update 1730 (2)  
Attachments:  CRA update 1730 hours.docx
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 5:47 PM
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: CRA update 1730 hours
Attachments: CRA update 1730 hours.docx
6 January 1536 hours:

Two CRA subjects in or heading to DC -

- Video from 1600:
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 6:57 PM 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: CRA/LRA Subject Update

Roger thx

On Jan 6, 2021 18:30, wrote:

Gents,
Thank you.

Please express my gratitude to your entire team. I appreciate your leadership on this.

Be safe out there,

Gents,

On Jan 6, 2021 6:30 PM, wrote:

SSA

(Cell)

(Desk)

Resident Agencies
Gents,

SSRA Resident Agencies

Desk:

Cell:

Email:
From: [Email Address]
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 7:35 PM
To: [Recipient's Email Address]
Cc: [Carbon Copy's Email Address]
Subject: CRA/LRA Subject Update

We are being told by a friendly that [Friend's Email Address] wrote:

On Jan 6, 2021 6:56 PM, Roger thx

On Jan 6, 2021 18:30, Gents, wrote:

[Resident Agencies: SSRA, VESH, Cell: Email: Cell: Email:]

FBI(21-cv-572)-403
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sent:</td>
<td>Wednesday, January 6, 2021 4:54:42 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cc:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject:</td>
<td>Current Events</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sending on behalf of  |

V/R  |
Gents,

Just got this on

[Box]

[Box]

[Box]
For any additional info, please send it to:

Thanks

SA

We GD?

On Jan 6, 2021 19:42, [Name] wrote:

Gents,

Just got this on

[ ] update:
Thanks.

---

On Jan 6, 2021 10:11 PM

---

---------- Forwarded message ----------

From

Date: Jan 6, 2021 10:09 PM

Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Fwd: Photo

To:

Co:

---

---------- Forwarded message ----------

From

Date: Jan 6, 2021 10:09 PM

Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Fwd: Photo

To:

Co:
From: 

Sent: Wednesday January 6, 2021 10:19 PM 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: Pwet (EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Fwd Update 

--- 

On Jan 6, 2021 10:13 PM, wrote:
Thanks

--- 

On Jan 6, 2021 10:11 PM, wrote:

-------- Forwarded message --------
From: 
Date: Jan 6, 2021 10:09 PM 
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Fwd: Photo 
To: 
Cc: 

-------- Forwarded message --------
Can I support you in any way?
Good evening all,


Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
Unknown on the others at this time.

Special Agent
Virginia State Police
Criminal Intelligence Division
Division (1)

This is an unclassified, non-FBI email and any unauthorized reproduction of this email and any attachments may be considered a violation of Federal law. Any information, including attachments, may be released if required by law or court order. The information in this email and any attachments may be subject to the Freedom of Information Act. The Virginia State Police, FBI(2.1-cv-572)-430, recommends that you do not authorize the use, distribution, or reproduction of this email or any part of its contents by anyone other than the intended recipient(s). No representation is made that this email and any attachments are free of viruses. Virus scanning is recommended and is the responsibility of the recipient.
From: | bé -1,6
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 4:26 PM
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Fwd

--- Forwarded message ---

--- Forwarded message ---
Roger,

On Jan 6, 2021 18:30 I wrote:

Gents,

SSRA Resident Agencies
Desk
Cell
Email

From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: LR/ELA Subject Update
We are being told by a friendly that

On Jan 6, 2021 6:56 PM, Roger thx

On Jan 6, 2021 18:30, Gents,

SSRA
Resident Agencies

Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 7:33:06 PM
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: BRAHMA Subject Update
Thanks.

On Jan 6, 2021 10:11 PM:

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From:
Date: Jan 6, 2021 10:09 PM
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Fwd: Photo
To:
Cc:

---------- Forwarded message ----------

---------- Forwarded message ----------

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Jamie Smith
To: John Doe
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Fwd: Photo

--- Forwarded message ---
From: Jane Brown
Date: Jan 6, 2021 10:09 PM
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Fwd: Photo

--- Forwarded message ---

--- Forwarded message ---
On Jan 6, 2021 10:13 PM, [Name] wrote:

On Jan 6, 2021 10:41 PM, [Name] wrote:

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From:
Date: Jan 6, 2021 10:06 PM
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Fwd: Photo
To:
Cc:

---------- Forwarded message ----------

---------- Forwarded message ----------
Hi Jan

On Jan 6, 2021 3:58 PM wrote:
From: Seat Wreedkescay Jara & 2027 §: 15:38 Ph b6 -1,3
To: b7A -1
Cc: ———— i b7c -1,3 Subject Re: [EXTERNAL EMAIL]

On Jan 6, 2021 4:08 PM, barote: b7TE -1,2,3,5 wrote:
when was that?

On Jan 6, 2021 4:06 PM, wrote:

On Jan 6, 2021 3:58 PM wrote:
From: [redacted]
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2023, 3:56 PM
To: [redacted]
Cc: [redacted]
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Fw, EXTERNAL EMAIL - Fw

On Jan 6, 2021 6:18 PM, [redacted] wrote:
Copy.

--- Forwarded message ---
From: [redacted]
Date: Jan 6, 2021 3:15 PM
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Fw, EXTERNAL EMAIL - Fw
To: [redacted]
Cc: [redacted]
From: [name]
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021, 6:17 PM
To: [name]
Cc: [name]
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Fwd

--- Forwarded message ---
From: [name]
Date: Jan 6, 2021, 6:15 PM
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Fwd

--- Forwarded message ---

FBI(21-cv-572)-489
On Jan 6, 2021 7:33 PM, herote:

On Jan 6, 2021 6:18 PM, WOO:

Date: Jan 6, 2021 6:15 PM
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Fwd:

--------- Forwarded message ---------
From:  
Date: Jan 6, 2021 6:15 PM  
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Fwd:
To:  
Cc:  

--------- Forwarded message ---------
On Wed, Jan 6, 2021 at 4:08 PM, [Name] wrote:

when was that?

On Jan 6, 2021 4:06 PM, [Name] wrote:

On Jan 6, 2021 3:58 PM, [Name] wrote:

Special Agent
Virginia State Police
Criminal Intelligence Division
Division III

This is Law Enforcement Official's information and is protected by Fed. at 18 USCA 2520 and 18 USC 2799a. Access to unauthorized disclosure of this information without prior authorization is prohibited and unauthorized person(s) shall be removed from FBI for dissemination to other agencies. FBI or coordination with other law enforcement agencies is prohibited for non-FBI use. Do not forward this email to anyone if you are not the intended recipient(s). No representation is made that this email and any attachments are free of viruses. Virus scanning is recommended and is the responsibility of the recipient.
On Jan 6, 2021 4:59 PM, Jarote wrote:

Got it. Compiling everything now.
From: [Redacted]
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 4:50 PM
To: [Redacted]
Cc: [Redacted]
Subject: [Redacted]

Got it. Compiling everything now.

From: [Redacted]
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 4:50 PM
To: [Redacted]
Cc: [Redacted]
Subject: [Redacted]

Vehicle:

[Redacted]
Got it. Compiling everything now.
Thank you

On Jan 6, 2021 5:09 PM wrote:

Got it. Compiling everything now.

Vehicle:

FBI(21-cv-572)-499
Truly appreciate all of the work today. This thing moved quickly and you were able to respond and provide valuable insight. Really solid and much appreciated.

Continue to reach out if anything life threatening comes about. But set some rest and we'll return in the AM.

Thanks for everything today.

Respectfully,

On Jan 6, 2021 10:13 PM, wrote:

On Jan 6, 2021 10:11 PM, wrote:

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: 
Date: Jan 6, 2021 10:59 PM
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Fwd: Photo
To: 
Cc: 

---------- Forwarded message ----------
Thanks for the offer!

Can I support you in any way?